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According To Agreement

Countians With City Stickers To
Get Free Use Of City's Landfill
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Reporter
All county residents who are required
to purchase a city sticker will be
allowed to use the city Landfill at no
charge beginning Jan. 1, according to
an agreement the Calloway County
Fiscal Court made with Mayor Melvin
Henley on Wednesday.
Henley presented the proposal to the
court with the understasding that the
county would increase by $100 its
monthly payment to the city for use of
the landfill. The county is now paying
$400 a month.
Under the system presently used,
there are two different colors of city
stickers. City residents receive a red
sticker and have the privilege of using
the landfill. Non-city residents who are
required to purchase city stickers if
they work in the city are now issued a
blue sticker. However, this sticker does
not entitle them to free use of the landfill.

The county also entered into an
memorandum of understanding with
the city concerning the dog warden.
Henley asked the squires to continue to
provide the animal shelter and feed for
the dogs lodged there in exchange for
the city providing the salary, benefits,
expenses and supervision of the dog
warden and a truck for his use.
The warden would answer complaints throughout—the county, and
complaints would be made through the
Murray Police Department on a 24-hour
basis. The dog warden is presently
employed through the Calloway County
CETA program, and his salary is
supplemented by the city and county.
In other action, the court adopted a
resolution urging the Kentucky
Department of Transportation to erect
a traffic light at the intersection of 16th
and Sycamore Streets. The main
reason cited for this need was the
proximity of the intersection to Murray
High School and the number of school

buses that must cross the intersection
daily.
It was noted that the department had
cour.:ed the number of (vehicles
crossing the intersection in the past and
had determined that a traffic light was
not warranted. However, the resolution
stated that the court believes this intersection should be an exception to the
rules of the department.
Since the state will no longer enforce
weight limits on county roads, the
county decided to buy portable scales
and give the sheriff's department the
authority to weigh vehicles which
appear to be over the road's weight
limit.
This action was taken because of the
damage done to county roads last
winter by overweight vehicles.
Jailer Huel "Wimpy" Jones told the
court that the county jail population has
increased 76 percent over last year. In

order to help alleviate the overload on
Jones, the squires voted to allocate an
additional $200 a month, making a total
of $500, for salaries for deputies.
Gilbert Sears of the University of
Kentucky Extension Service appeared
before the cowl to discuss its implementation of a solid waste disposal
system. The court decided to invite a
member of the extension service staff
to attend a January meeting to explain
the best system for the county.
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller said he would investigate the
delivery of a new backhoe for the
county. The court will also advertise to
purchase a used backhoe.
In other action, the court voted to join
with the Kentucky Association of
Counties' workmen's compensation
plan and approved the 1979 operating
budget for the sheriff's department.
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They'll Be Open;
Others Will Close

OFIV

Although most county -eniPintS
will be taking off early for the
Christmas holiday tomorrow, that
won't be the case for some state
workers.
Frances Shea, circuit court clerk,
says her office and other court
related offices will not close until the
end of the normal operating day
_gridAY••••
:gigue "coanty drifts Will-ctorse a
_Poen__ Friday, aecOlting_k_sounty_
Judge-executive Robert- Q. Miller.
County offices will remain closed
until next Wednesday.
The U.S. Post Office irr Murray
will be closed Christmas Day as will
The Murray Leuger & Times, which
will not Publish Christmas Day.

Local Citizens
Responding To
DisasterAppeal

•

Volume SO No VS

Calloway County citizens are
responding to the Red Cross disaster
appeal for aid to victims of the Kentucky flood, according to Robert 0.
Miller, local disaster chairman.
The state campaign is headed by
Barry Bingham Sr., and former
governor Bert T. Combs.
According to these spokesmen, the
contributions Will be used to supplement local and national Red Cross
funds that are currently being expended to provide immediate
assistance to disaster victims. The help
may include food, clothing, .shelter,
medical care, and funds for basic
essential furnishings, rent, temporary
minor home repairs, transportation,
health needs, and other emergency
needs.
In its around-the-clock relief effort.
approximately 1,184 families have
received help since the floods swept
across Kentucky last week, and it is
estimated that 3,800 families will need
help. At this point (December 18-riled
Cross has distributed 4,000 cleanup and
comfort kits, 1,400 cots, 6,000 blankets.
and has provided 42,776 meals, a Red
Cross spokesman said.
Miller stated that persons who wish to
help may send their contributions in the
-disastersgram envelopes" which they
may receive in their mail, or may send
• contributions directly to Box 488,
Murray. Monetary contributions are
preferred over donations of food,
clothing, or other goods.

Murray City Officials Say

A TURN (ER) ON THE WITNESS STAND - Guy Turner, who will retire Dec.
31 after almost 26 years as a Kentucky State Police trooper, was subpoenaed as a witness to court Wednesday. However, when he arrived, he
found that county and city employees and other friends had staged a surprise retirement party for him. County Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller
read a proclamation declaring Dec. 20 as a "day of mourning in that a
dedicated police officer is no longer protecting our lives and property."
The proclamation directed all flags in the county to fly at half mast from
noon until dusk Wednesday. Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter, behind Turner, and others spoke about Turner's long career. District Judge Sid Easley
is seated beside Lassiter. Turner became a trooper on March 10, 1953, and
has always worked Calloway County. A Trigg County native, he is married
and has two sons.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
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CETA Funding DilernmaMay Mean End Of Transit System
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter .„
Those two familiar green buses that
make up the Murray and Calloway
County TransitSystem may not be seen
on the highways here soon, Murray city
officials said today.
City officials say the elimination of
-Co-iripr
—Aerifirstlffr
Training Act(.CETA) workers' jobs will
force the city to operate only one bus
after the first of next year. And that
single bus may not be on the roads by
mid-1979 if money doesn't come to the
system.
Murray city employees have administered the almost three-year-old
city and county transit system since
late last year, city clerk Jo Crass said
today.

The city acquired the CETA jobs
through a "s_pe_gial projects" program
administered via the office of Calloway
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller, who confirmed today that
project is not re-funded for next year.
"We're losing 42 people in a project that
has run since February-or this year,"
county will not. be able to shift workers
in other CE1 A programs to the city.
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley, plus
city planner Steve Zea and Mrs. Crass,
both who have worked closely with the
system since the city began administering it late last year,say the Ks'
of the CETA jobs could mean the end of
the program here.
The system gets indirect appropriations.funneled through Murra-

CHRISTMAS PARTY — Members of the Head Start classes are shown
talking with Santa Claus at their annual Christmas party. Each child got his
turn on Santa's lap and received a gift. The Murray Optimist Club provided
the Christmas tree for the party, and McDonald's gave banks to all the
children.
Staff Photo By Dcbboe

I et.

Calloway County Senior Citizens
organization, and Henley says he expects to explain the situation with the
system to the governing body of that
group Dec. 28.
"The council has just set an awfully
tight budget and I don't know whether
they'll want to extend city services
rquitgar_•=figgytoolgo,- :iggar--really hasn't cost taxpayers up to now
but to go any-further, it will cost taxpayers money."
"The cowity wW not furnish CETA
, workers and the city doesn't have
any...we'll probably have to close,"
Henley said.
According to Mrs. Crass, the system
averages 1,000 riders per. month in-

eluding handicapped, about 10 schocs
children contracted through the
Murray City School System, day
workers and
senior
citizens.
Individuals with special needs such as
the handicapped and school students,
will have
preference on the single
bus next year, Mrs. Crass said,

insurance orr one bus and run it," Mrs.
Crass said."
Zea said,"The persons that are
dependent on this, we'll pick them up.
The one's who aren't will need to find
other transportation."
Officials say the system operates
both in the city and county on a call-in

employee will drive the single bus.
She estimated it costs over $28,000 per
year to operate the system.
The Murray city clerk said the city
has
provided
administration,
bookkeeping, office space, and other
supplies for the system since last year.
"We've depleted our cash on hand to
the point that we'll just pay the liability

ride the vans.
According to Zea, the system began
in 1976, through a 90-10 matching grant.
Funds to operate it come from assorted
federal programs, Project Independence and some cash donations, Zea
said.

--

That Christmas Gas
Will Cost You More
WASHINGTON (AP) — Merry
Christmas, Americans: The fuel for
your holiday trips -will cost a nickel a
gallon more this year, and the Carter
'administration now says the cost of
nearly everything will be even higher
next year than it had figured.
One day after the American
Automobile Association released the
results of its holiday gasoline-pricing
survey, Deputy Energy Secretary John
F. O'Leary, was to testify to a,House
commerce subcommittee today about
government price controls on gasoline.
The administration has planned to lift
those 'controls in mid-January, but
President Carter and his advisers are
giving that more thought in light of the
stiff price increase recently voted by
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal cited the OPEC action as a
main reason for raising the administration's prediction of next year's
inflation rate to 7 percent from an
earlier projection of 6 percent to 6.5
percent.
Chairman. G. William Miller of the
Federal Reserve Board said 'earlier he
expects the inflation to exceed 8 percent
in 1979, down only slightly from the 1978
rate of about 9 peycent.
The proposedjOPEC price increase
is expected to raise
on imported
home-heating &4 prices at least a penny
a gallon thN - inter in addition to
leading to increases in gasoline prices
and for a wide variety of products

which rely on manufacturing processes
aiing petroleum. Blumenthal said the
chances for "somewhat lower" price"
increases "would be enhanced" if oilproduction returns to normal in Iran.
In a separate announcement Wednesday, the Commerce Department
said the nation .'s Gross National
Product — the total output of goods and
services — rose at a 2.6 percent annual
rate in the year's third quarter, well
below the earlier estimate of 3.4, per-

cent.
Blumenthal predicted GNP growth
would rebound to a rate of about 4.5
percent in the October-December
quarter, then slow to a 2 percent to 3
percent rate during 1979, partly due to
administration efforts to dampen inflationary pressure by reducing
government spending and increasing
interest rates.
He has admitted those inflationfighting policies carry some risk of a
severe economic downturn, but he said again Wednesday, "We
do not see a
_
recession."
the
Meanwhile,
American
AutomobileAssociation said gasoline
prices this year have risen an average
of 2.2 cents a gallon since Labor Day —
with 1.5 cents of the increase corning
since Thanksgiving. That is contrary to
a traditional price drop or leveling off
after Labor Day. December holiday
travelers can expect to pay an average
of 67.8 cents a gallon for regular-grade
gasoline, up 4.7 cents from last
Christmas; 74.1 cents for premium.

nattee-riy —

LU1-10 WOULD'VE THOUGHT
THERE ARE,ONLY 3
SHOPPING DAYS LEFT!

7,-
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very cool
Partly sunny, windy and much
colder today. Highs in the mid to
upper 30s. Mostly clear and cold
tonight with lows'in the mid to
upper 20s. Partly cloudy and a
little warmer Friday. Highs in
the low to mid 40s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday: A
period Of unsettled weather this
weekend. A chance of rain on
Saturday, cloudy on Sunday and
gradual clearing Monday. Highs
in the 40s Saturday.

Some Recalled Toys Dumped

DHR Head Conn Wants Feds To Inspectihose Banned Toys In State

753-9290

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Human Resources Secretary Peter
Conn wants the federal government to
investigate the large number of banned
toys found in Kentucky during a recent
spot check.
Conn told a hews conference Wednesdlay that he has asked the,federal
government to investigate if the toys
have been dumped Oh the market after
71 toys that had been recalled by their
manufacturers were found on sale in 11
towns during the past six weeks.
"I have sent a letter to the U.S.
Product Safety, Commission strongly
requesting an investigation of these

manufacturers to see if the large instances of banned toys we found is an
effort to dump them on the market,"
Conn said.
Conn said the presence of the toys
could be a result of poor communications between the manufacturers and the retailers. But he said all
of the toys were found in discount
Fttores, leaving the possibility that the
manufacturers warehoused them after
the recalls for sale to discount stores
which have a quick turnover.
He said all of the stores had been
completely cooperative and had to rely
on their suppliers to let them know if a
toy Is not safe for salt. In most.in-.
stances, the stores were allowed to

teturn the toys-to the manufacturer for
credit.
"We are asking retailers throughout
Kentucky to check their shelves to be
sure there are not more of these
recalled toys being sold," Conn said.
• Conn said the spot inspections, known
as Operation Toybox, also turned up an
unsefe toy which has not yet Come to
the attention of the federal government.
,The toy, made by Sanitoy Inc. of
Fitchburg, Mass., is a plastic honey bee
mobile for an infant's crib:Conn said
state laboratory tests showed that paint
on the wings of the bees hasa lead
content ranging up to 3.7 percent, fat
beyond allowable limits.
Conn said he has banned the sale of

inspectors were:
the mobile inicentucky and notified the
Prodsct Safety Commission of the
—Stuffed toys manufactured by the
discovery. He said two other mobiles
Knickerbocker Toy Co., Edison, N.J.
made by the same firm using butThe toys were found to have an exterflies and birds are currently being
cessive amount of lead in ink used to
tested but are also expected to exceed --letter the toy's name on its sweater,
the persmissible lead limits.
including "Curious George" pp a
monkey and "Puppy Love" on a puppy.
Conn said the mobile was found in an
Elizabethtown store in November. But
The toys can be identified by the
numbers K-20. K-21, K-22. K-23, K-25
the mobiles had been sold out when a
return visit was made following the lab
and K-32 imprinted on a tag attached to
the toy's seam. The style numbers 5465,
results.
5466,5467,9750, 7270,2271,2285, 2286 and
Conn said anyone who has bought a
banned toy should return it to the store
9416 are imprinted on the toy's
for refund. Federal law requires that a
packaging. Forty-three of the toys were
customer get credit from the store for a
found in Frankfort, Lexington,
toy that has been recalled or banned. , Louisville, Morehead, Mt. Sterling,
The recalled toys found by the state
Owensboro and Richmond.

—"Par-Golf Toy Clubs," manufactured by H-G Toys, Long Beach, N.Y.
were found to be unsafe because of a
faulty staple assembly which allowed
the club's metal rod to separate from
its handle when Swung. Seventeen of
the models numbered 721 and 723 were
found in Barbourville, Monticello,
Morehead, Paintsville and Vessatlles.
—Snoopy toy banks made by the Ideal
Toy Corp., Hollis, N.Y., which had an
excessive lead content on its painted
surface. Eleven of the Snoopy Dog
House Bank, Model 5271-2, were found
in two Owensboro stores. Other models
. banned are Snoopy "Joe Cool" Belk,
Model 5272-0; Snpopy anta litank,1
Model .5270-4
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REITA LAUD'S ChM at
Southviest
Calloway
Elementary School prepared
for Christmas by making their
own stockings and then each
decorating
child
their
steekins.This acti% ity, uhich
develeped meatusl c perdiasties skills, was hue for all
es WNW*In the Learning
classroom. Pieat isit Is Miss Ladd s ith
Buddy Weritmla. Children in
the other picture are, left to
right, Krandell Hester. Ernie
Goode, Billy Knight, Harry
Coles, Buddy Workman, and
Jackie Lovins.

FOR FRIDAY DECEMBER 22 1978

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr 191(Y)
It will be difficult to obtain
the necessary cooperation to
proceed with a career endeavor, but try anyway. Be
diplomatic and realistic.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May •20)
et
Disturbing
developments
related to travel, academic
pursuits or future plans may
interfere with concentra'ion
at work. Protect health.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
It may be hard to decide on
how much to spend this
holiday season. Meanwhile, if
celebrating, watch diet and
avoid mild health upsets.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22i
Lack of cooperation from
others may frustrate plans,
but moodiness on -your part
will
only
make
communication more difficult.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.
It may be hard to keep your
mind on work today. Don't
complicate things further by
getting involved in a domestic.
spat.
VIRGO
Aug. 23' to Sept. 22) rif)14:A%
You may have to set a limit
on expenditures for children
and loved ones, but rest
assured, there is enough love
to go around.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct.
Some family decisions made
today may not be to your
liking. If your heart's not in it,
don't go shopping today. Be
cooperative.
SCORPIO
m
lOct. 23 to Nov. 21
ern.
Correspondence,
travel,
or
_
- _
.
relatives may be a souice of
concern. Try not to let inner
frustrations affect outward
;behavior.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Financial dealings with
friends may pose a problem
today. You May find it difficult to express what you're
feeling inside - which may be
just as well.

es_o

22,

22,

OUF-WitXt tO
tottl't
holiday greetings and best
iinshis- For harmony on earth
Thanks one and all.

Bel-Air Center
75-T795

Lose all the fat

.1)*

Frances Drake

n

I MAI2VIAA

HEALTH

Your Individual
Horoscope
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

TH1

DEAR DR. LAMB - My
doctor recommended a lowfat, low-sodium diet for
warding off high blood pressure. While my weight loss is
noticeable, my pressure
does not lower. Do you have
any suggesticins for dieting
or exercises?
DEAR READER -AQUARIUS
glad to hear you are losing
weight. Perhaps you haven't
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
--What you're feeling inside 4 lost enough. The best effects
may conflict with your own' of weight loss on blood presbeliefs, principles, but this is sure are seen after all the
body fat is gone. Do it
not to say that your intuition is excess
gradually and sensibly.
faulty.
I usually recommend
walking as an exercise for a
PISCES
person who has high blood
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
pressure. Unless you alYou know you should give, ready
have complications
but you may not feel like from high blood pressure,
parting with, the money. there isn't any reason that
Today you may feel that you can't do a sensible
charity begins at home.
amount of walking on a
regular basis. In fact, you
YOU BORN TODAY have can break it up in parts so
difficulty in reconciling the you can walk several times a
This will also help you
practical with the idealistic day. weight.
lose
side of your nature, but you
I am sending you The
can succeed in any line that Health Letter number 1-8,
meets with your ideals. At- Blood Pressure. It will give
tracted to large groups, you you more information on
could be highly successful in what causes the blood presgaining recruits for popular sure to be elevated -and how
causes. Highly inventive with blood pressure actually fluca love of beauty, you could do tuates in normal people.
Occasional high readings
well in music, painting,
don't necessarily mean you
sculpture
as
well
as really have high blood presengineering, corporation law, sure or what is commonly
geology, and architecture. referred to as essential
You always have the public hypertension. It's persistent
interest at heart and would high blood pressure that's
make a good government head important. Other readers
or public servant. Birthdate of who want this issue can send
with a long,
Puccini, composer; Lady Bird 50 centsself-adctessed
enstamped,
Johnson, former first lady; velope for it. Send your
and
Edwin
Arlington request to me in care of this
Robinson, poet.
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) VJ
Career demands may
conflict with personal plans.
Maintain harmony on all
fronts, but mixing business
with pleasure is not recommended.

Radio City Station, New
the body. They break down ing that rrien who have had a
York, NY 10019.
into the fundamental vasectomy should be on a
There are some recent proteins from which they low-cholesterol diet because
good studies on the influence are made. These behave like the simple facts are that if
of- fat reduction on blood foreign protein and the body all men were on a low-fat,
pressure. These studies literally develops an im- particularly low-saturated
show what many good doc- mune mechanism to them. fat, low-cholesterol diet,
tors have known for years. If This immune type response there would probably be a
you are overweight and get is thought to make the arter- lot less arteriosclerosis with
rid of fat, in many instances ies more susceptible to de- its complications of heart
blood pressure will return to veloping fatty-cholesterol attacks and strokes. That's
true with or without a vasecnormal levels.
deposits.
tomy.
In other instances, the loss
recommendnupd
I don't
of fat will decrease the
amount of medicine needed
to control the blood pressure. The important point,
though, is to lose all the fat,
not just a little bit of it.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Is it
true that men who have a
vasectomy should stay on a
low-cholesterol diet as they
are more prone to have
hardening of the arteries?
DEAR READER - It's
the prudent thing to do even
though all the evidence for
this is not in.
There have been reports
on monkeys that. showed
that if they had a vasectomy
they are more apt to develop
fatty-cholesterol deposits in
the arteries. However, these
DEAR ABBY: My future son-in-law (I'll call him Paull is
research studies were done
21, and we like him a lot, but he has one very annoying fault.
in monkeys that were conHe has terrible table manners. He wolfs his food down and,
suming a great deal more
before anyone is half finished, he's grabbing for seconds. He
cholesterol in the diet than
eats like an animal; just watching him can spoil a person's
the average American male
does. The average American
appetite.
male is thought to consume
Paul lives a long distance from here, so he comes over
too much cholesterol
every Friday after work and stays until Sunday evening. It
already.
has been a ritual for a year now. We enjoy having him, but
The explanation as to why
we dread mealtime.
a man would develop an
My daughter can't do anything about it. She's tried telling
increased tendency to have
him for his own good in a nice way, and she's even embarfatty-cholesterol changes in
rassed him, hoping that would work, but his eating habits
the arteries after a vasecare so deeply ingrained I'm afraid he's hopeless.
tomy is relatively complex.
- The wedding is a few months off and our resentment
The thought is that ..the
sperm cells that are"-not builds every time we sit down at the table with Paul. Is
allowed to escape remain in 'there a solution?
FUTURE MOTHER-IN-LAW

He's Wolfman
At the Table

Around Hazel--

DEAR MOTHER-IN-LAW: I don't believe Paul is
"hopeless." If he wanted to improve his table manners, he
could. But if your daughter is willing to tolerate Paul's
boorishness and gluttony, she can expect the problem to last
as long as their marriage. And unless YOU want to tell him,
you have the option of putting up with it or seeing as little of
him at mealtime as possible.

By. V. Alton
'Dec. 19, 1978
Asthiistthi tiine is here,I
hope people will enjoy it for
what the day is set aside for,to
honor Jesus. So many take it
as a time for drinking, noise
making, and such-just the
opposite of what it should be.
If people would turn back to
The Lord and live as they
should, the world would be a
much better, place to live.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny White

and family had supper with
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth .White

Sattuttarvientrig.-

77-

Our sympathy is extended to,
the family of Robert L.
Morris,Sr., of Puryear, Tenn.,
who died last week. Mrs.
Noble Wilson and Sohn Morris
are two of the deceased's
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennislasty
and daughter and Wrs. Peggy
Loony and daughter of
Virginia spent the weekend

with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Alton and attended church at

17Sliffir-Suriday,.
Other visitors SLuiuy a - •
ternoon were Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Sanders, Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Cunningham, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth White, Miss
Linda Alton, Mrs. Letty
Wilson of Murray, and
Freeman Sykes of Michigan.
I hope everyone has a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year

DEAR ABBY: My grandmother is in her 80s and is in good

Thumb;
Bazaar
will be hel
munity Cent
-pm.
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t and
investments, but she did nothing about her personal possessions.
Granny owns some things that may mean little to her, but
their disposition might provoke a family battle after her
death. •
.•
How can her heirs gently suggest now that she, specify
who shall inherit what without appearing greedy or giving
the impression that we are waiting for her to die?
I doubt that she has given this any thought. What,do you
suggest?
GRANDSON IN A LARGE FAMILY

91
111
lois Pa
soar G

FILM
CAN

Literal

IISS4r. II
fre• p.

DEAR GRANDSON: I know of no way to "gently suggest" to a woman in her 80s that it's time she Specified who
shall get her personal possessions after she's gone.
If • family battle breaks out later, it won't be Granny's
funeral. She'll already have had hers.
DEAR ABBY:I met this guy a short time ago and we hit if
off right irom the start. He's good-looking, very successful in
his business, and great company. I flipped for him. So what's
my
•
Be
problem?- §inells just like my eriliTX bind,and This turns me
haven't got the nerve to tell him to use some other kind of
cologne (or-after-shave) but so help me. Abby, when he gets
closk to me, the smell of him brings back so many memories,
both happy and painful, that I am turned off!
Am I crazy? Amid how can this problem be solved?
TURNED OFF IN JERSEY

ar.

Ends Tonite!"Smokey And
The Bandit"
1:20 Only - One Showing Tonite
TOMORROW,
YOU'LL BEUEVE A MAN CAN FLY

Ends Tonite!
CTATAPIPTA Escape To Witch Mountiln 7:25
Return From Witch Mountain 9:10

Starts Tomorrow!

SUSPENSE THAT REACHES
THE HIGHEST RANK.

It takes someone very special
to help you forget
someone very special.

DEAR TURNED: You are not crazy, and your problem
can be easily solved. Buy the gentlemen ANOTHER brand
of cologne (or after-shave) and ask him to wear it just for
you. If he's as great as you say he is, you shouldn't mind paying through the nose.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HAVING DOUBTS" IN MEMPHIS: May I quote the words of Ella-Wheeler Wilcox:
"Talkjaith. The world is better. off without
Your uttered ignorance and morbid doubt.
If you have faith ill God, or man, or self,
Say so. If not, push back upon the shelf
Of silence, all your IA-oughts, till faith shall come;
No one-will grieve because your lips are dumb."

Fall &I

Suit

Who said the teen years are the 'happiest? For Abby's
booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
SI and • long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope,
please.
new

Dre
Wo

After
Christmas Sale
Before
Christmas
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sournsioa• nuancorcsAN ALEXANDER AND ILYA SPAIN° PRODUCTION

VA 121111111
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Free Gift Wrapping
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Thursday,December 21
Bazaar by Senior Citizens
will be held at Ellis Community Center from 8 a.m. to 4
-p.m.
Hours for Waterfield and
Pogue Libraries at Murray
State University will be from 8
a.m. to 4:30 P.m.

Installation Held
At Church Dinnef

Calloway County Animal
Shelter will closed today at 5
p.m. and will not reopen until
Jan. 2 at 8 a.m
-Sunday,Dec.24
Mr. and Mrs. Charles U.
Bondurant will be honored
Thursday,December 21
with a reception in celebration
Murray State Racers will of their 50th wedding anplay Northeast Louisiana in a niversary at the Murray
basketball game at Murray Woman's Club House. All
State Fieldhouse.
friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
Temple Hill Lodge No. 511 of 2 to 4 p.m. The family
Order of the Eastern Star is requests that guests not bring
ORGAN AND PIANO students of Polly McGinnis participating in the Christmas
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. or send gifts.
recital held Dec. 10 are, left to right, kneeling,front row, Chrystie Howard, Kern Atkins,
at the lodge hall.
Heather Walston, Alesia Covey, Brian Harrison, and Ricky Harrison, kneeling, second
A reception in honor of the
row,'Celli Burkeen, Michele Cook, Lisa Sheppard, Jill Thornton, LaJeanna Thornton, and
Women of the Moose will 50th wedding anniversary of
Debbie Ramsey,standing, back row, Katherine Ray, Paul Smith, and Debbie Pritchett
meet at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall Mr. and Mrs. Wylie B. Parker,
with the officers to meet at 7 formerly of Calloway County,
p.m.
will be at the Egyptian Trail
Cafe, Highway 45, Metropolis,
III., from 2 to 4 p.m.
Friday, December 22
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Owen
will be honored at a reception
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
12-4-78
South Pleasaht Grove United
Adults 134
Methodist Church. All friends,
Nursery 7
and relatives are invited to
call between the hours of 7 to 9
Newborn Admissions
p.m.
Wayback
Girl
Baby
Four-H Members will help (Beverly), Rt.8, Benton, Baby
with the Christmas party at Girl Grubbs (Belinda), Rt. 1,
the Nutrition Program for the Box 37, Sedalia.
Dismissals
Elderly at the Douglas Center.
William B. Olds, 307 James
Hours at the Waterfield Monroe Apt. Paris, Tenn.,
Library and Pogue Library, Brandon K. Clapp, Rt. 1,
Murray State University, will Hickory, Mrs. Vickie S. Smith
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Benton,
be from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Mrs. Averil G. Peters, Rt. 1
Bx. 274 Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
No shopping for Senior Cathy Thompson, Rt. 7,
JANICE STUBBLEFIELD'S third grade class at East Calloway Elementary School are
Citizens will be held today.
Mayfield, Mrs. Debra E.
shown as they made Christmas decorations for the school float in the recent ChristEnglish, Rt. 2, Mayfield, J. T.
mas parade held in Murray. The-students-gathered-around tIte- tables discussing and
Adams, Rt. 1, Hazel, Kenneth
sharing their ideas for the decorations.
16/1-1\ Mgrif''`k
NE& "Tiit
-Lelinsid Rt. 1
am,
Texas became a state in 1846
Springville, Tenn., Salvatore
and
'seceded
years
15
later
M. Matarazzo, 1602 Keenland,
Murray, Jonathan B. Hosford, with the rest of the South. It
Rt. 1 Bx. 181A, Dexter, Mrs. petitioned for readmission in
The Willing Workers Sunday residents of Fern Terrace
Daphne Kimbro, Rt. 7, 1866, promising an anti- School Class of the Grace Lodge with a Christmas
party
FILM, FUSII CUES,
Murray, Mrs. Dallis. Miller, slavery constitution.
Baptist Church entertained on Saturday, Dec. 9.
CAMERAS, FRAMES,
319 Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
A Christmas devotion was
Mavis C. Fair, 708kt Payne
Artcratl Studios
presented by the church
Murray, James D. Brandon,
III S. 1218 - 753-0835
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpqe.
Frs. Putins ilt tow boor
Rt. 1 Puryear, Tenn.
In charge of the music
which
consisted
of
congregational singing was
the church's minister of
The fourth gfitle class of Fourth Grade Class at Carter music, the Rev. Ronald
Hardison. He also presented
Mrs. Ruth Caldwell at Carter School on Tuesday, Nov. 28.
Frances
Wyatt, Janice Smith,
Mrs.
about
-Mowery
talked
Elementary School recently
completed a studr of the what they do,for our com- Terry Downey, and Sylvia
subject, "What the Com- munity. They inspect all Rickman who sang special
munity Does to Keep Us public buildings, food service selections.
Josephine Manning,.-Evelyn
Heathy—TM teacher has places, and give at least 200
submitted the following two shots a-week which are only a Vick, and Gail Workman,
members of the refreshment
articles by students in her part of their many services
On Wednesday we went to committee, served punch and
class concerning activities of
the Health,Department and a cookies to the residents and
the unit of study:
guests present.
guide showed us around."
By Rickie Spann
"Recently the Fourth Grade
members of Mrs. Caldwell's
room visited two public
agencies.
Famous Name Wool
The Murray Water Treatment System, located on Elm
Street, was the first stop. The
XI& friendliest qristmas store
—Wine—
students were escorted by J.
Nolin who explained the
complicated process of
less than
pumping water frornsix wells,
which supplies all of the
residents of Murray and four
Fall & Winter
other rural water districts.
• The second stop was the
Murray-Calloway County
Suits
'Health Department where
they were led On a brief tour
jr:4 les:
4.- *
than
*'
7
i/2
through the offices of the
plumbing
inspector,
nutritionist, health nurse, and
other offices which provide
health services to the people.
Assisting the students with
their field trip were Mrs.
White, Mrs. Spann, Mrs.
Walston, Mrs. Kjosa, and Mrs.
Ford."
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Cindy Ragsdale
at 7 p.m.

DEBBIE PRITCHM, organ student of Polly McGinnis,
won the award for "most practiced' hours in the past
quarter of study at the Christmas recital held Dec.10

PADUCAH PATIENT
Charles Dunn of Murray
Route 2 has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

MGM
yti6r friendliest a-ristmas store! -

HOSPITAL NEWS

The leather
line-up
for gifting.
Left, top groin cowhide top
zip bog with diagonal zip
'trim. Block or whiskey cif 23.00:
BorfRatigifirto leather,zip
o-TOlding top clutc , I ine-crfw
metal handles. Blacic,-tabac,carnet, navy,grey at 21.00.

^

tng or ers
• Grace
Church, Entertains With Party

Fourth Grade Class At
Carter Has Unit Study

Just In
Time
For
Christmas

Pre-Christmas Sale

IRMHTS

- Sportswear

IN MEM-

The Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Wome,
of the North Pleasant Grove.
Church met at the BrasLantern at Aurora on Thursday, Dec. 14, for the in
stallation of new officers fof
the coming church year.
Margaret Nell Boyd was
installed as president; Martha
Franklin as vice-president;
and Mary Eva Lowe as
secretary-treasurer.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Dewayne Franklin, was in
charge of the installation
service.

Friday, December 21
Congregatilie al Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Church will meet at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter, 1401 Story, at 7 p.m.
for a dinner and seasonal
celebration.

Shop Nights 'tit 8:30
Until Christmas!

HTS
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Wool Coats

Mademoiselle
Shop
Court Square

CLOSE-OUT
OUSE-OUT
•

By Becky Suds.
_ .
"Mrs. Daphene Mowery
from the Health Department
came to Mrs. Caldwell's

CLOSE-OUT - CLOSE-OUT - CLOSE-OUT

A fragrant
gift will
always
please.

CLOSE-OUT

Close-Out Storewide

13

50% T.75%

400
111111
IS
1

Stride-Rite
Shoes
it

1/3 off

Everything In The Store Must

20%

ca
CLOSE-OUT

OFF

GO!
iidrenPsti
9011W/01111 ISMS,

Of.4

CLOSE-OUT

CLOSE-OICT

....ffno bouquet of nhisOcn,na hlni"0 IP'f"I
ofhks and lilacs .greanls ond visikrecs
lifyouish nsfsty mom All rec oll mg the
•,oneitOld affbilet4 al
Ehoi.sh oafden ohd
,” .0 soft shieroverip itov.ssonf of anti cIwo
Anton Nifrylon friccil.lcorned ithi &scone
silvdc loco Shoo °own PS441 111.00; short
' coo4 32-40 Kik paiorno 3240. 23.011;
• Al I,t,*hos* scoff SW. of 1.00

This Christmas give a fragrant
gift from Bright's. Choose from
perfumes,colognes, gift sets,
puree atomizers, bath and body
oils, dusting powder, body lotions
and scented soap. Select from
Hope and Interlude from Frances
Denny,or Cabriole Blue Grass.
and Mernoire cherie from
Elizabeth Arden. 3.50 to 20.00.

a
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Write,- Recalls Christmas
Of Long Ago As A Child
By Estelle Spiceland
Dec. 14, 1978
Someone said that a sign of
old age was re-living the past.
There are too many signs,
otherwise, to may age,so why
not re-live pleaisat memories.
Now since Christmas is so
commercialized, and so many
unnecessary
and
often
unappreciated gifts are
bought, I tenderly recall one
long ago Christmas made
merry by eight brothers, each
baying their sister the only
gift she desired, a flour sifter,
maybe costing 25 tents.
Its the little gifts of love
which are remembered.
The young people from Mt.
Carmel Church led by the song
leader, Tony McClure, stood
on frozen lawns of the sick,
sad, and lonely, of this
vicinity, with their pastor, the
Rev. George White, before
Christmas and sang Christmas carols.
Others deliver fruit or
cookies, or do small acts of

I

kindness, more rewarding
than mischief or crime.
For so many sad because of
vacant chairs or illness, there
could be no Merry Chritmas,
but every card, call, and
kindness wasimpreciated.
Hospitals and nursing
homes seemed full of patients.
Purdom Lassiter, who died
today at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, longed to
listen to the first sermon to be
preached in the beautiful new
Eastwood Church nearing
completion on the Cadiz Road.
hospitalized are
Also
Clayborn Mccuiston, Mrs.
Wisehart. Maud
Clotile
Nance, and other acquaintances. Mrs. Rowena Stubblefield fell on icy steps and
was hospitalized. Graves
Ferguson cut his leg with a
power saw.
rains in
The heavy
December were destructive,
washing fences down, and
making roads dangerous.
The Kentucky Lake Music

Barn serves as a tobacco
gripping barn at present, and
there is always wOrk for the
farmers.
Concord community never
needs to go Between the Lakes
to learn about hog killings.
The Kingins, Wilsons, Smiths,
and othrs have old fashioned
gatherings for hog killings and
a ham brings as much now as
a tobacco crop once sold for.
Gone are the days when
meat and molasses were
"poor folks" food.
Never will another January
come without its unforgetti 5Ie
memories of cold and the loss
of loved ones.
But another year starts each
January, and we never know
what changes are in store for
us, but I would pass on the
words of a song my mother
sang to her children. It not
only applies to children, but to
all those we live with.
"If we knew the baby
fingers pressed against the
window pane would be cold

and stiff tomorrow, never
trouble us again, would the
bright eyes of our darlings
catch a frown upon our brow,
would the print of little fingers
vex us then as they do now. We
know not, we know not, we
know not what awaits us down
the way."
So 1979 can be a Land of
Beginning again, for some, a
chance to be kinder, more
thoughtful, sincere, to think
less of self, be less vain, a
chance to help others
throughout a new year, in a
land of beginning again.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Stacey Sills of Murray
Route 6 has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

EDIT

Church Social Planned
At Thefiassiter Home
14-ei
SHIRLEY WALL'S tint pule readiness claws at East
Calloway Elementary Schaal readably malla Christmas tree
ornaments from empty egg cartage SS.a art aclivity. The
students are pictured here as they make the 011111111ents.

The congregation of the Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church will gather at the home of Mr. an0 Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter, 1401 Story, Murray, on Friday, Dec. fl, all
p.m. for a dinner and seasonal celebration.
"With Christmas tree, carols, and pictures, the program
will be a time for our families to join in fellowship to share
the spirit of the first Christmas," a church spokesman said.

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.-9 P.M.
SUNPAY 12:30 to 5:30

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Lexie Watson of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

HOSPITAL NEWS (
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Newborn Admissions
Beadles, Baby Girl ( Norma
Sue), Rt. 4, Mayfield, Goheen,
Boby Boy (Rose ), Rt. 1, Box
657, Hardin, Dunlap, Baby
Boy (Linda Sue), Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn.
Discharges
Mrs. Janie S. Myers,
Southside Manor Apt. 84.
Murray, Dickie M. Farley, 807
North 18th, Murray, Mrs.
Linda S. Sutherland, Rt. 2,
Box 178, Buchanan, Tenn., .
Mrs. Lottie 'Duncan, Rt. 1,

SEPTY
Rt. 5, Box 216, Murray, Mrs.
Jane'M. Barnett, At. 7, Box
808, - Murray, Mrs. Sandy K.
Culver, D-2 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Aaron M. Willoughby, Rt. 2, Box • 347, Paris,
Tenn., Melissa A. Key, Rt. 1,
Box 167, Murray, Stacey Y.
Sutton, Rt. 1, Box 757, Hardin,
Mrs. Shirley Keaton, RL 6,
Box 342, Murray, John B.
Poyner, Rt, 4, Murray, Mrs.
Sue W. Grojean, Murray
Manor B 1, Murray,.Mrs. Opal
M. Hurt, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Sarah E. Marlow (expired).
Puryear, Tenn., Gus C. Haley
e.xpired), Rt. I, Ahno. Clifford C. Houser expird.(
Rt
3, Benton.

- conven1
strong a
activists
Carter if
and deck
1980 nom

12-03-78
Adults 121
Nurslry 6
Newborn Admissions
Baby Boy Lencki Sheila
101 So. 10th. Murray.
Discharges
Clifton D. Finney, Rt. 1, Box
274, Murray, Charles R.
Duncan, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth Locker, Rt. 9, Box
239, Benton, Roy B. • Tighe,
Murray Manor E7, Murray,
Joe T. Nelson, Rt. 1, Almo, 0.
M. McReynolds, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Huelton Johnson,
Rt. 1, _Box_ 3l, Big Sandy.
Term., Mrs. Shirley Jones, Rt.
3, Box 330C, Murray, Jason R.
Larson, A-4 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Mrs, Virginia L..
Dixon,
213
Woodlawn,
Murray, George L. Green, Rt.
7, Murray,. Carl F. Swisher,
CR Box 113, Hamlin, Wayne c•
Cashion; Rt. 4, Box 790,-.
Murray, Hobert P. Adams
(expired), Rt. 7, Mayfield.

An important message
for parents concerned
about piano lessons
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The main lesson of the
Democratic Party's midterm
convention in Memphis is that
President Carter is in trouble
with vocal constituencies in his
party: union leaders, liberals,
blacks and big-city mayors.
These groups, which have
played key roles in Democratic
coalitions since New Deal days,
strongly oppose Carter's plans
for a tight budget, to boost
defense spending and to avoid a
sweeping national health
program.
While the president's aides
speak as if he had a triumph in
Memphis,
he
actually
displayed weakness on two occasions.
A liberal-backed resolution
condemning his efforts to hold
down spending for social
protrtuns-gaified-almost 40 percent of the votes cast. And this
happened despite furious lobbying by White House agents
and a speech by the
Democratic National Chairman making the vote a test of
confidence in the president.
Also the president was easily
outshone by Sen. Edward Kennedy, who electrified the
gathering with a fiery call for
health insurance and against
spending curbs. By contrast,
Carter's speech seemed to bore
the delegates and elicited only
routine applause.

Nevertheless, Carter should
be consoled by the fact that the
delegates who were most
critical of him are out of touch
with the real world that exists
beyond their narrowly focused
concerns.
Most of the anti-Carterites
acted as though inflation were
not a problem threatening the
nation's stability, and that all
would be well if the budget
generously funded their special
interests.
Fortunately for Carter, most
members of Congress were out
talking to the voters in November and are aware of the country's anti-tax, anti-spending
mood. Thus his anti-inflation
plans should do better in
Congress than with the
Democratic left and Ted Kennedy, who still believe that the
cure for dubious programs is to
spend even more money on
them.

Vt. •

•
By George. il.ickett
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5999

•

LOUISVILLE-, K. (AP) — The 12
glass jars on Colgan Norman's shelf
remind him of his grandfather — the
chemist who invented flavored chewing
gum.
"It was called Taffy Tolu and first
appeared as six small squares fastened
together with a. rubber band," said
Norman; who also remembers that the
price was a nickel.
The gum, introduced before the _turn
of the century, eventually: was
packaged in tiny tin boxes and sold by
the basket in Louisville. Taffy Tolu was
hawked by 'youngsters enticing
customers with such catchy slogans as
"The Gum That's Round," and "It Aids
Digestion."
"I suppose you can call me the family
historian," said Norman, adng that
the drugstore operated by his grandfather, John Colgan, was a popular
neighborhood spot in the 1860s.
At that time, Colgan was only in his
20s but was regarded as one of the
South's best chemists. "He liked to
experiment with cough syrups, using an
aromatic flavoring called tolu, an
extract from the balsam tree." ,
Colgan carried his experiments a
step further by doctoring balsam with
powdered sugar and putting it up in
small sticks which were given
customers as a premium for
patronizing the drugstore.
"The high cost of making gum kept
my granddaddy from commercialinng
It until he stumbled onto a good deal."
One day in 1879, a traveling salesman
offered Colgan a cheap shipment of
chicle, the chief ingredient of today's
gum. Colgan bargained for 100 pounds
and received a 1,500 pound shipment.
He flavored the chicle with tolu,
named it "Taffy Tolu Chewing Gum,"
and his product, once considered
frivilous by adults, came of age.

ER

Bible Thought

7999

Ye stiffneeked and mieireumelsed in
heart and ears, ye du always resist the
Holy Ghost: as your fathers did, so do
ye. — Acts 7:51.
.

)0

)

te) apply scriptural scolding
to strangers or to others in our family.
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- conventiorythat Kennedy has
strong appeal for Democratic
activists and could threaten
Carter if he changed his mind
and decided to challenge fOr the
1980 nomination
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Colgan joined forces with another
druggist in 1884 and they began mass
producing gum. After seven years the
business had grown to a point where
they sold their drugstores and concentrated on the budding enterprise.
By 1896 five other Louisville firms
were making gumbut Colgan managed
to survive and prosper and he moved
into larger quarters in 1906.
"The firm went into a decline aft&
that, possibly because of the introduction of automation to the industry," said Colgan Norman.
"My granddaddy had ordered
several gum wrapping machines but
changed his mind at the request of the
city fathers. They told him unemployment was bad in Louisville and the
machines would throw more people out
of work."
John Colgan kept his firm going until
1915 then sold out to a rival which
operated the plant for two years as a
branch office.
When the inventor -of flavored gum
died the following year, he Was nearly
*Ate because most of his money had
been tied up tri gum.
"All we haVe left now are the jars in
my collection. Most of them were
discovered in the basement of my
grandfather's drugstore when it was
demolished," said Colgan Norman, an
80-year-old
retired
insurance
executive.'."1 don't know why chewing gum
didn't do as well by granddaddy John
Colgan as it did ,for a man named
William Wrigley Jr."
Marray
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Cape. Richard S. Margeson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Margeson, has
graduated from the Air University's
Squadron Officers School at Maxwell
Mr Force Base, Alabama.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ruby
Mae Smotherman, 61, and Albert C.
Smotherman, both killed in an
automobile accident at West Memphis,
Art.,Pleas Morris, Mrs. Carrie Taylor,
75, Thomas Woodson Johnson, and
Ewing F. Knott, 79.
Mayfield beat Calloway and Hickman
County beat South Marshall in the semifinals of the Calloway County High
School Christmas Basketball Tournament. High scorers were Ford with
28 for Mayfield, Cleaver with 18 for
Calloway, Barclay with 15 for Hickman, and Perry with 14 for South
Marshall.
Mrs. Kathryn Kyle and the Rev. Edd
Glover were married Dec. 14 at the
home of his mother in Princeton.
Births reported include a boy, Brian
James, to Mr. and Mrs. James Robert
Moyer on Dec. 18.
The Tennessee Highway Department
plans to extend U. S. Highway 641 south
from Paris, Tenn., past Camden, Tenn.,
to Interstate 40 early next year.

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

An area including Meadowlane and
fr,arniitt
Circarama Subdivisions has petitioned
the city of Murray to be taken in as a
part of the city limits. The petition was
presented to the City Council by
Freeman Johnson and Howard
Brandon.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Susie
McDougal, 73.
Murray Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
has urged homeowners to be very
which hanging from our belts, dragged
careful in the burning of trash because
the ground.
the grass is very dry and a spark will
Brdther Jeff and I had asked Santa
set off a fire of major proportion.
for a cowboy suit that year, as Tom
More than 200 students at Almo
Mix, Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson and
School will appear in the operetta,
Buck Jones were the big guns at the
"Where Was Santa," to be presented at
picture show. Our younger brother
the school on Dec. 22. Directing the
Dan, now a member of the Mayfield
operetta will be Frances Johnston,
City Council and almost a 30-year man
Dulcie Douglas, Maurelle Nance, Cleo
at Union Carbide, however, had set his
Redden, Cordelle Waldrop, Estelle
heart on a policeman's suit.
McDougal, and Beurdean Wrather,
He was four years old at the time and
teachers.
Mom and Dad often told how disapA special program will be held Dec.
pointed he was when he opened his box
and found that cowboy suit. "Santa' 22 at Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist
Church with Geneva Kendall as
Claus must be dumb," they would quote
him as sayina. "He don't know a
mistress of ceremonies.
ShOwing..it-the 'Varsity Ittatre:is
priffeeninit
Ii—c-chvboY .""The Bravado"starring Gregory Peck,
We literally wore those suits out
Joan Collins, Stephen Boyd, and Albert
playing cowboy and Indians, but not
Salmi.
before Dactlined us up by a tree in the
yard of -the big stone house"--tri the
heart of Guthrie and took our picture
The funeral services for PFC Mtfisurn
with the old Kodak with the bellows that
Wrye, killed in act* on July 12; 1944,
pulled out. I still have my copy, but like'
on Saipan in the Marianas Islands in the
the memories of it all — it's pretty
western Pacific, will be held tomorrow
faded.
at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
+++
Burial will follow in the Barnett
All these treasured gifts are long
Cemetery.
gone now, but the happy memories of
D. L Divelbiss has been promoted to
them prompt-us at this happy time, as
chief engineer for the Murray
the Guideposts writer points out,"to let
Manufacturing Company, produciers of
the child in us come out and wrap our
Tappan stoves, according to R. M
children with the same kind of love as
Lamb, general manager.
we received."
Dewdrop Rowlett directed the
Merry Christmas to you, and if you
Volleyball Tournament at Murray High
have any around, may it be one that
your little ones will someday look back-- School in , which 60 girls participated.
Named to the All-Star team were King,
on with some of their most cherished
Wiggins, Roberts, Warren, Sammons,
memories.
Stokes, Waldrop, Novell, and Edwards
By JOHN CUNNIFF
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
AP Business Analyst
Foreign Affair" starring Jean Arthur,
Marlene Dietrich, and Joha Lundt

The Year Santa Didn't Know
A Policeman From A Cowboy
Golly! Only three more shopping
days until Christmas!
How rapidly this season of the year
rolls around! The older we get the
quicker it. seems to tfu'll up on the
calendar, too.
The other day, the daily breakfast
rAading in our "Guideposts" book
pointed to the cOmmercialization of
Christmas and its frantic and
exhausting pace. Then it put it all into
focus with these words: "It's also the
most exhilarating time of the year —
especially if you are a child, and at
Christmas we all need to become
children again if we're to enjoy the
season thits fullest." How true.
wq14370:-.4,441--de4150- owlemt56
early Christmases? What was the first
Christmas present you remember
getting?
I asked this of several friends the
other day. "Gosh, I don't remember,"
one or two said, but most of them
immediately reached back and picked
up the memory of a gift that still holds a
special place in their Christmas
memories. +17+
For Gene Tarry it was an Ingersol
pocket watch. "I couldn't even tell
time," he laughed. "My parents had to
teach me how to do' it." Now a retired
government tobacco grader, Gene lives
at Panarama Shores.
Max Beale, 210 South 12th and who
soon is to retire from his Bank of
Murray responsibilities, easily recalled
his — "a pair of rubber boots."
• Orman Price, 1605 Sunset, said, ''It
has to be firecrackers, but I well
remember the orange in my stocking. It
was the only orange I'd get all year."
Karl Hoover, who grew up in Beaver
Dam, worked most of his life around
Gary, Ind., and now lives in retirement
on Kentucky Lake, said his earliest
Christmas thrill was getting a half-box
of shotgun shells. Karl started out to be
a miner but quickly learned that wasn't
his lifestyle. After three years of work
as a clerk in a company store at $35 a
month, he went "up north to Gary,"
found work and settled there.

Sally Alexander, 1616 Keenland, also
was quick to recall hers. "It was a little
iron stove," she said, "with eyes that
lifted off and doors that opened. It also
had a complete set of utensils, too!"
Margaret White's first remembered
Christmas included "a real china doll
whose head, arms and legs would
move." Margaret and husband Jack
live in Riviera Courts.
Mancil Vinson, our alumni director at
Murray State and my chhiCe for
commissioner of agriculture in the next
May primary election, says the first
gift he remembers getting was a
tricycle. He went on to tell how his
family would get up early, "3 or 4
"
GISeeirltrthlOffernWW*116,
as
they had opened their presents, his
father would get on the Pottertown
telephone line and begin calling all
their neighbors to wish them
'Christmas gift!"
+++
The first thing I can recall getting for
Christmas was a cowboy suit, the big
deal at the time among the little folk.
There were all kinds of suits in the big
Montgomery Ward catalog — cowboy
suits, policeman suits, firemen suits
• and postmen's suits. You name it, they
had it. I was eight at the time, as attested by
the family album,and we were living in
Guthrie in Todd County. There are
three of us brothers, each two years
apart with me at the top, and that
'Christmas we all got a crayylpy suit
complete with big, floppy hat, holstered
pistol and belt, neckerchief and a lasso,

Business Mirror

30 Years Ago

Benefits.0f China
Trade Should Help

NEW YORK (AP) — Almost over- night, the immediate bad news of
higher oil prices caused investors and
others to all but forget the powerful
long-range benefits of trade with a
growing China.
+++
Ruth Hughes, 208 Irvan, quickly
That trade could amount to billions of
recalled her first Christmas gift — "a
dollars, some of it coming with surdoll, a cradle and a set of little china
prising suddenness, not just gradually
in years to come.
dishes."
A- Pan American World Airways
has already contracted for
subsidiary
WRITE TO POLITICIANS _
$590 million worth of hotels. Fluor Corp.
As a service to our readers, The
has signed a $10 million agreement to
Murray
Ledger
&
Tithes_
develop a copper-mine. Coca-Cola sales
periodically publishes the addresses
begin next month.
of the state and federal elected
---lInpublicized, negotiators for
representatives serving our area:
companies have been bid'American
FEDERAL LEVEL
ding aggressively for more cqptracts.
Any senator or representative
U.S. Steel says it hopes to Win -a $1
may be reached through the
billion-plus contract to develop an iron
congressional switchboard, 202-224ore
facility.
3121.
Recognition means a suddenly
Here are the mailing addresses•
enlarged trade universe. It means help
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
for,the U.S. foreign payments account.
.3327 Dirksen Building Washington.
It means expansion. It means jobs,
D. C. 20510
Conceivably, it could mean a new
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
source
of oil for Americans.
4107 Dirksen Building
"It(diplomatic recognition) opens up
Washington, D. C.20510
a whole new era in U.S.-China trade,
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
said
question,"
any
without
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
the
of
head
Phillips,
Christopher
„
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
National Council for United StatesWashington, D. C. 20515
China Trade.
STATE LEVEL
Two-way trade between the nations
State legislators may be reached
will total just abo've $1 billion in 1978, a
in Frankfort when the General
record. But,says Phillips, it may rise 50
Assembly is in session by dialing 1percent next year, with the larger share
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
being made up of U.S. exports.
of the State. Capitol Building,
Rising trade with China "could have
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
considerable significance" to the U.S.
addresses of state legislators
trade balance, says Phillips,, who was
serving Calloway County are:
deputy ambassador to the United
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Nations before his current job.
Route 7
Members of the organization he now
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
directs include scores of U,S. corporate
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
heavyweights, all interested in doing
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray,Ky. 42071
buatuess wWiM.,Thssompsiii_we4 _
•;,
1 connected-In both naliohs, faattates

Today In Histilr--

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 21, the 355th
day of 1978. There are ten days left in
contacts.
the year.
While much of the $690 billion of
Today's highlight in history:
" On this date in 1620, the Pilgrims
economic development the Chintse
plan by 1985 will be strictly internal, the
went ashore from the Mayflower at
Chinese hope to increase their worldPlymouth, Mass.
wide trade by 20 percent annually,
On this date:
In 1898, radium was discovered by the
reaching $80 billion a year in the next
six to eight years, Phillips says.
scientists, Pierre and Marie Curie.
One of the difficulties foreseen by
In 1945, U.S. Gen. George Patton died
some trade analysts is the abilit'Y of the
from injuries suffered in a car accident
Chinese to pay for their imports, most
in Heidelberg, Germany.
of which are likely to involve heavy
In 1958, Charles de Gaulle was elected
industrial Machinery and technology.
to a seven-year term as the first
They point out that even now the U.S.president of the- Fifth Republic of
China trade balance is heavily in favor
France.
of the United States.
Irr-1960, Saudi Arabia's Premier Emir
"I wouldn't underestimate their
Faisal resigned, and King Saud took
ability to finance or pay," Phillips said.
over full control of the government.
Currently, he observed, they have a
In 1967, the first heart transplant
favorable worldwide trade balance.
patient, Louis Washkansky, died 18
"They are financial conservatives.
days after undergoing surgery by a
Their credit is extremely good."
team of doctors in Cape Town, South
Africa.
In 1971, the Austrian diplomat, Kurt
A Poem
Waldheim, was chosen UN Secretary'General.
Ten- years ago: The U.S.. Apollo 8
spacecraft, with three astronauts
aboard, was launched from Cape
Kennedy to make man's first orbit of
We bring no costly frankincense
the moon.
No myrrh and chests of gold:
Five years ago: The first ArabYet still we yearn to see the Star
Israeli peace conference opened in
That led Wise Kings of old.
Geneva with the United States and the
Soviet Union strongly urging a perWe do not see the shepherds,
manent settlement.
. '
- Nor hear angels' songs On high;
One year ago: The U.S. said the
Yet still we feel a mystery
number of Vietnamese refugee "boat
In the star-lit Christmas sky.
people" admitted to the 1.1.S. would be
limited to 7,000, instead of the 10,000
We do not see the manger bed
originally proposed by .the State
That knew the Holy birth;
Department.
Yet still we hear the message
Today's 'birthdays: UN SecretaryOf "peace to men on earth."
Creneral Kurt Waleheim is 60. Actress
Jane Fonda is 41. Cuban ballerina
But as the Christmas message comes
Alicia Alonso is 57.
° .
To call each one apart—
Thought for today: A fool and tiff;
find
that
there is room
May Jesus
, money are soon parted — George
_Asai walearnealu-each heart Mekenek• - BUIChariail,Soottaili—writer,44064581 -
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Deaths and Funerals
,Mrs. Johnson Dies
Today At Hospital;
Services Saturday

Rev. Dr. Skinner
Dies At His Home;

home on Cadiz Route 2,
Canton Heights. He was 63
years of age.
Mr. Griffin and his wife, the
former Isabelle Gilbert, to
whom he was married on Feb.
114,137, resided in Mayfield
undf six years ago when they
moved to their present home
on Lake Barkley. He was a
retired designer for Moore
Business Forms and a former
Graves County commissioner.
The deceased was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Cadiz, and a Navy
veteran of World War II. Born
Aug. 4, 1915, in DeQueen, Ark.,
he was the son of the late Orvis
Griffin and Edna Sheridan
Griffin-.
Survivors include his wife;
one daughter, Mrs. Suzanne
Bagwell, Reidland; two sons,
Michael Gilbert Griffin, Palm
Harbor, Fla., and William

Native Of County

Mrs. Ben E Edith Welchl
Johnson, 1001 Vine Street.
Murray , died this morning at
12:05 at the Murray-Calloway
:rounty Hospital She was 86
"gears of age.
; The Murray woman was a
!riper of the Seventh and
7plar Church of Chri
Christ. She
iwas born March 18. 1892, in
bklahonia
Mrs. Johnson is survived by
her husband _Ben E. Johnson;
one daughter, Mrs. Robert W.
Beatricel Smith, Nashville,
Tenn.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Inez
;Johnson, Paducah; one
Billy H.-Smith,
UNas.hville, Tenn.; One grandaughter, Mrs. Gerald
4Sandra l Gallimore, Murray
ute 1.
Funeral services will be
:field Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
:thapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
'officiating. Burial will follow
--- in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
- Friends may call at the
funera home after 10. a.m. on
Friday.
Let us
quote your
homeowners
policy.
Then-compare

Bob Nanny
Insurance
Agency
1 Orlt. 4tb alarm
753-4437

Representing:
FEDERAL KEMPER
INSURANCE COMPANY

Floyd W.-Griffin Ds At Home Rites Friday Funeral Is Friday
Scott Griffin, Jacksonville.
Floyd W. Griffin
sisters, Mrs. Georgt, At Local Chapel
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at his Fla.; two
IJoyce Baxter, Owensboro.
and Mrs. Anita Perry,
Paducah; one brother, Bill
Griffin, Atlanta, Ga.; five
grandchildren-Bren. Kelly,
and Hope Bagwell, Jayla and
Sheridan Griffin. .
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Tom Martin of Cadiz officiating.
Pallbearers will be Col.
Jack Belford, Lt. Gen. John
Hay, Dr. Gabe Payne,Stewart
Brona ugh,Stanley Stokes, and
Winthrop Hopson. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
-funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Thursday).

The Rev. Dr. R. T. Skinner,
retired Baptist minister and
editor, died Wednesday at 4
p.m. at his home m Tampa,
Fla. He was 86 years of age.
Dr. Skinner retired in 1957
after serving as editor of the
Kentucky Baptist newspaper,
Western Recorder, Louisville
for 12 years. Prior to that he
had served as a pastor of
Baptist Churches including
First Baptist, Milan, Tenn..
Central Baptist, Birmingham,
Ala., and First Baptist,
Bowling Green. He was now a
member of First Baptist
Church,Tampa,Fla.
Born Sept. 16, 1892, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Rev. Dr. J. E.
Skinner and Emily Miller
Skinner. He was first married
to the former Glenna Owen,
who died in 1953. On April 17,
1956, he was married to the
Mrs. Hewel T. Bridges,
former Irene Hale, and she
arrangements sister of Henry Lawrence of
-Funeral
survives. One son, Thomat-remain incomplete for Joseph Murray, died Wednesday at
Eugene Skinner, died in 1965.
William Hill of Almo who died 4:40 a.m. at the Jennie Stuart
Dr. Skinner_ is survived by
Wednesday at 10:15 a.m. at Hospital, libpkinsville. She
his wife; two daughters, Mrs.
the Murray-Calloway County was 85 years of age and a
Elsie Hines, Crittenden, and
Hospital. He was 73 years of resident of Cadiz.
Mrs. Morris (Sara) Ratley, age.
She was preceded in death
Magnolia, Ark.-1- two sons,
Friends may call at the Max by her husband, John M.
James E. Skinner, AlexanChurchill Funeral Home after Bridges, and one son,
dria, Va., and William 0.
Lawrence E. Bridges. Mrs.
3 p.m. today(Thursday.
Skinner, Bowling Green;
Mr. Hill is survived by his Bridges was a member of the
three sisters, Miss Onnie
wife, Mrs. Louise Eldridge Donaldson Creek Baptist
Skinner and Miss Marie Hill;
five daughters, Mrs. Church.
Skinner, 403 South 16th Street,
Survivors include one son,
Howard Reigle and Mrs. Bill
Murray, and Mrs. Lyn
Rodenhouser, Baltimore, Md., Edgar Lee Bridges, Trigg
( Annie Claybrook, Memphis;Mrs. Ozzie McClure and Mrs. County; one brother, Henry
Tenn.; two brothers, the Rev.
Sue Crenshaw, Almo, and Lawrence, Murray; three
W. C. Skinner, Dallas, Texas, Miss
Jennie Hill, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Ed Paul, Mrs.
and the Rev. Edward Miller sons,
Harold, Murray Route 2, Mary Kendall, and Mrs. Katie
Skinner, -Providence; 11
Anderson, all of Paducah; two
and Ronald E. Hill, Alm°.
grandchildren; several great
He is also survived by six grandchildren; several great
grandchildren.
sisters, Mesdames Pearl grandchildren.
Prayer services will be held
The funeral will be held
O'grien, Odle Falwell, Emma
Friday morning in Tampa.
Burchett, Eula Nanney, Ellen Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
Fla., and the body will then be
McKinney, and Nora Jan of the Goodwin Funeral Home,
transferred to.
.81v41
cktfgamiriVidra;:mdttrifitritatrAnaiudm
Heady - Funeral
Jeffrey Wade, Christina Wood and the Rev. Archie
Bowling Green, where the Marie, and Janet
Faye Reigle, -Brock-cifficiating. Burial will
Rev. Robert Browning will Lori Ann
Rodenhouser, follow in the Lawrence
officiate at funeral services on . Joseph Glenn
Crenshaw, and. Cemetery.
Tuesday. Burial will follow in Kevin Harold and
Friends May call at the
Joseph
a cemetery there.
funeral home.
.
David Hill

Rites Incomplete
For J. William Hill

Mrs. Bridges Dies
Wednesday; Sister
Of Henry Lawrence

For Mr. Diuguid
The funeral services for
James Edward Diuguid, 803
Sharpe Street, Murray, will be
held Friday at 10:30 a.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., and the Rev. Dr. David C.
Roos officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call-ift: the
fwieral home ay.ef 4:30 p.m.
today ,Thursday.
Mr. Diuguid, 62, died
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired_
land buyer for the Tennessee
Valley Authority and a
member of the First United
Methodist Church. One son,
Scott Diuguid, died in April
1972. Born Feb. 14, 1916, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of Harmon Ormond
Diuguid who died in 1919 and
Ruth Hay Diuguid
who survives.
The Murray man is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Eleanor
Gatlin Diuguid, 803 Sharpe
Street, Murray; mother, Mrs.
Ed ( Ruth) Filbeck, 602 Main
street,
Murray;
two
daughters, Miss Nancy
Diuguid, Memphis, Term.,and
Mrs. David Jeanie) McKee,
Lexington; one sister, Mrs. B.
D. Hall, 1210 Dogwood Drive,
Murray; two grandchildren,
Matthew and Amanda McKee.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Calloway County Cancer
Fund or the Memorial Fund of
the First United Methodist
Church.

New Evidence Points To More
Than Single Kennedy Assassin
committee had not been able
By PIET BENNEAT
to conclude from other
Associated Press Writer
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. evidence that a second
(AP) - New evidence assassin was involved.
Despite the new acoustical
reportedly shows bullets
aimed at President Kennedy study, Sawyer noted there is
were fired from the grassy absolutely no other physical
knoll area as well as from the evidence supporting the fourBook shot theory.
Texas
School
Depository, disputing the lone
Sawyer said the experts
assassin conclusion of the' concluded there was a 95
Warren Commission.
percent chance that four shots
The evidence raises the were fired at the Kennedy
possibility' of a conspiracy in motorcade Nov. 22, 1963.
Sawyer said he could not
Kennedy's assassination,
rejected by the Warren remember the names of the
Commission. The commission
found Lee Harvey Oswald
acted alone in killing the
president and that only three
shots were fired, all from the
Book Depository:
acoustical
new
The
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)evidence, two members of the Another group of state
House assassinations panel workers is donating their
said Wednesday, shqws Christmas party to flood relief
"beyond a reasonaLle doubt" efforts in Frankfort.
that four shots - from two
The Division of Medical
directions -- rang out in Assistance in the Department
Dallas 15 Tears ago. • for Human Resources is
Rep. Harold Sawyer, R- donating money left over from
Mlcb;
the acoustical fti office coffee machines to
experts, testifying before a three organizations helping in
private committee session the flood recovery.
Monday, "concluded that
The division will give $200 to
there were four shots, the the Red Cross, $300 to the
third of which was fired from Salvation Army and $300 to the
the grassy knoll."
*...Frankfort Senior Citizen
The grassy knoll area Center.
borders the route followed by
The surplus money northe Kennedy motorcade in mally goes for a Christmas
1963, and has long been the dinner for the employees.
subject of unsubstantiated However, last year the
reports as the source of division also donated $300 to
gunfire and the hiding place of area charities after paying for
a second assassin.
the holiday dinner.
Rep. Christopher Dodd, DEmployees of the Departconfirmed ment of Education announced
Connf,
who
Sawyer's disclosure, said the- earlier this week they would
evidericeLaises_scrious __donate their annual Christmas
questions about a second pot-luck dinner to local floodgunman. But he said the stricken residents.

Who'll Pay You 9.524% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
GwE
••

Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposiit' may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more.
Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is subject to
change at maturity. This 9.524-% rate is effective on certificates purchased from
now through December 271h. .-

WEJIAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
ANNUAL YIELD
DAILY
COMPOUNDING

IRIS

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

ANNUAL
INTEREST

3 months

$1,000

5.5%

1 or 2 years

$1,000

6.0%

6.183%

22 or 3 years

$1,000

6.5%

6.715%

4 years

$1,000

7.25%

7.518%

6 years

$1,000

7.50%

7.787%

8 or 10 years

$1,000

7.75%

8.057%

5.653%

Word has been. received of
the death of 0. G. (Jack)
Calhoun who died this morning at fi e o'clock at
Owensboro.
He is survived by his wife,
the former Ola Mae Farmer of
Murray, one daughter, Mrs.
Jackie Calhoun Maddox, one
son, John Calhoun, and five
grandchildren, all of Owensboro.
The funeral services have
been tentatively set for
Saturday at the Davis Funeral
Home,Owensboro.

Prices of stork of local tnlereq .11
FfTr„ today, furnished to the
ledger * Times by First of -Mittman.
Corp., of Murray, are as folioss•

MURRAY

KY.

. Member FDIC
_

By T
Sr
During f
at Mississi
his 19-8 t
games at
Kentucky,
champion.
Northeast
Murray
opponent t
Arena.

Both thi
Northeast
enter the
victory, ti
been hea
directions

Murray
losses to o
rebounded
triumphs.
however,
consecutiv+

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
December31,1978
Kentucky Parchase Area Hog Market
t'
7 buying stations
B
Mt 314 Est. 550 Barrows it
Gilts
deady sows mostly steady inMandel
US 1-23.4120V
450.25-60.50
$60.0040.25
us 24110-sto Ihs
449A0-50.00
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US 2-4120-220 Ws
443.00-49.00
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US 1-2 270-3501ba
US 1-3 300450 Itm
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
a few at $40.50 .
US 2-3300-5.00 lbs.
6:16.01147.116
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•Bullt-In cover handle
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Kodak Colorburst
300 Instant Camera
$5488
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and shoot-Kodak's$
simplest movie camera
•No focusing, no adjustments
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Kodak XL330
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The director of the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development's flood
recovery program here says
mobile homes will be used for
temporary housing.
R. Jack Ingram said
Tuesday all sites will be inspected
by
a
HUD
representative to determine
their suitability for mobile
homes.
-The agency also is seeking
available sites in approved
commercial mobile home
parks for ..the HUD-owned
units, he said.

Camera Dept.

9

Stock Market

Federal Iasi requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to forfeiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.
,

Mobile Homes
Will Be Used

To

_Ssfe-T Discount Pharmacy

Services Are Today
For Mrs. Tolley
The funeral for Mrs. Bryan
(Mabel ) Tolley, 1326 West
Main Street, Murray,is being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke. Jr.,
and the Rev. "ober; Farless
officiating. Soloist is Mrs. H.
Glenn ( Ann ) Doran.
Serving
as
active
pallbearers are Greg, Mike,
and Karl Tolley, grandsons,
Gary Dick, grandson-in-law,
George Lilly, and the Rev.
Stephen Davenport. Members
of the Murray Lions Club and
of the Friendship Sunday
School Class of the First
United Methodist Church are
serving as hOnorary groups.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
-Mrs.' Tolley, 77, died
Tuesday at ttre MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her
husband, Bryan Tolley; two
sons, Dr. Charles Tolley,
Murray Route 5, and Harold
(Bud) Tolley, Bel Air, Md.;
one sister, Mrs. Mildred Riley,
Hannibal, Mo.; one brother,
George Webdell, Aurora, Mo.;
nine grandchildren.

experts.
"I don't know of any reason
not to accept it," Sawyer said
about the new 'evidence. He
said the disclosure "leaves me
entirely up in the air" about
Kennedy's assassin.
In Washington, a committee
spokesman and officials in the
office of Rep. Louis Stokes, DOhio, assassinations committee chairman, refused
comment on the disclosures.

State Workers
Donate To
Flood Relief

0. B. Calhoun Dies
•liftiarirafreitbirir

Page 7
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By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
During Ron Greene's tenure
at Mississippi State last year,
his 19-8 team lost just two
games at home. One was to
Kentucky, the eventual NCAA
champion. The other was to
Northeast
Louisiana Murray State's 7:30 p.m.
opponent tonight in the Sports
Arena.

Texas Tech (69-67) and Lamar
75-74).
Northeast Louisiana is led
by a player Greene, in his first
season as Racer coach,
considers one of the preimere
forwards in the college ranks,
Calvin Natt. A 6-5 senior, Natt
has started every game since
enrolling as a freshman in
1974.
Natt had knee surgery to
repair torn cartilage in late
Both the Racers, 2-6, and
October. Normally, that type
Northeast Louisiana, 3-4, of operation
requires six to
enter the contest in need of a eight weeks
of rest to heal. But
victory, though the two have according ,to
Northeast
been heading in opposite Louisiana sports
information
directions as of late.
director Bob Anderson, Natt
Murray State, after six was at full strength in less
losses to open its season, has than a month and played in the
rebounded for, back-to-back Indians' season opener.
He leads Northeast in
triumphs. The Indians,
however, are reeling from scoring with a 23-point
consecutive overtime losses to average, including highs of 36

larket
e Area Hog Market
iying stations
Eat. 550 Barrows &
DWI; mostly steady kr

WaftIli

11111•111•11111111M/

Calvin Natt
Northeast Louisiana's Super Senior

111

A NEW STYLE
Murray & Calloway Co.

School Jackets
Introductory Offer

Block 8 Gold
Red 8 Whit?
Blue 8 White

Sizes 8-18
OUR REGULAR SCHOOL JACKETS ARE STILL IN
• STOCK
1_ LETTERING & TIGER HEADS AVAILABLE

I
SPORTING GOODS
1209 Chestnut

1113-11$44

sta) at the University of New
Orleans, his teams faced
Northeast Louisiana six
times, and the Indians
emerged winners on four
occasions - one of the few
schools to own an edge over
Greene while he was corn
piling_a 147-65 mark at UNO.
Both Murray and Northeast
Louisiana are shooting 47
percent from the field heading
into tonight. The Racers are
canning 69 percent of their
attempts from the free throw
line; the Indians,72.
Northeast has outscored its
opponents overall 72.0-70.0,
while Murray has been outpointed 69.0-65.5.
Mike Diederick (left), a 6-11 'oder, wIN startst center against Northeast lovisione tonight as

Murray
CI R.
1 3-6 i
Keith Oglesby
Jr 6-4
Sr 6-8
John Randall
MikeRoy
rnek Jr 6-10
5.611
-5
Taylor
So
David Lowry

Avg

Pos

10.6
10.9
7.0
164. 6

F
F
C
G
G

NE La
(3-4
Calvin Natt
David Rail
Gene Robinson
John Pickett
Jamie Mayo

Sr 6-5 23.0
Sr 64 11.7
Jr 6-8 13.1
Jr 6-3 6.7
Sr 5-10 6.7

de-a ft-•
63.1/9
7-7
. 33-76 10-16
4141
34
22-34
5-7
23-47 5-13
7.9
12-26
11-21 15-11
9-13
2-2
S-16
0-0
3-6
34
6-6
2-9
4-11
1.1
2-3
0-0
0-0
04

ley Taylor
Joie
Itegb Saheb,

NlsUIsàalik
Al.. Mom
Nemo Ilityd
David Lowy-,
Tam Leffler
Nervy/ McNeal
Ton Adams
latry bow
liaassy Ilmassads
Sardis Ilkiltaa
Me Wises
Tian lebeasids
Totals - Oispesients

pf
22
23
12
IS
21
5
10
3
5
I

avg.
16.6
10.9
10.6
7.0
6.4
5.2
4.6
2.9
1.7
1.5
1.4
1.3
.7
.0
32
45.5
69.0

7
2
6

By the Associated Press

RENO,Nev.-Nevada-Reno broke open a
close contest Wednesday by bombing the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels 11644 in the
nightcap of the 3rd annual Wolf Pack
Classic.
Johnny High paced the winners with 24
points and was followed by Edgar Jones' 22.
The victorious Blue Raiders outscored
The Wolf Pack shot 54 percent in the second
Central Arkansas 14-4 during a spurt that half, compared with 40 percent for Eastern
started with about seven minutes left in the Kentucky, which was led by James
game to turn things around. LeRoy Coleman
Tillman's 29 points.
ignited the scoring outburst, which began
In the other opening round game. Fresno
after teitiarArkansae Barry Cliiric fouled - Stefiii'ièdifrê
out.
Georgetown but Craig Shelton pumped in 2)
-points as the unbeaten Hoyii defeated the
Coleman scored a layup on a fast break
Bulldogs 49-42 ep college basketball action.
and then went on to Collect 6 of the Raiders'
Georgetown advanced to the cham14 quick points to put the home team out
pionship round Thursday night and will play
front to stay.
NevadaReno.

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. - Gregg
Joyner's 77 points led a balanced scoring
attack as Middle Tennessee came from
behind to defeat Central Arkansas 87-78
Wednesday night in a non-conference
college basketball game.

Results
-- Pigmy OA, keens 11
Illeosay 71, Miss. Wisp /7
.
* -7/fmeitel, New Orland
Alarm 52, Swifial 54
*arm SI, IvunisIs se
- thervey 75, UT-eurni is
Murray 67, Casapha Glop Si

IIIIISCIIS
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES:

Kansas City signed him as a
free agent this season a4
Phil Ford was injured. He
scored 23 points last Saturda)
.against New Orleans. and
duplicated that point total
Wednesday while handing out
nine assists.
In other NBA games
Wednesday, Boston crushed
Indiana 121-105, Atlanta
stopped New York 121-112.
Houston edged New Jerse)
108-105, San Antonio rolled
over Chicago 131-102, Denver
defeated New Orleans 121-112,
Washington outlasted Phoenix
137-129 and Golden State
nipped Philadelphia 8541

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE--108 E. 12TH ST., RENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

Noreko

Floor
Pillows
$500

McKinney Leads Kings

The Nurither To Call

it

23
50
60
23
34
15
10
3
1
4
7
7
2
1

/30-492 14-93 272 145
217439 91.144 263 122

Tucker, Atkinson
Sign With Racers

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
A year ago, Billy MenrYite-,
was sitting in the stands at
Chicago Bulls games.
Wednesday night, he started
his second straight National
Basketball Association game
and scored 23 points to pace
the Kansas City Kings to a 11495 victory over the Seattle
SuperSonics.
A sixth-round draft choice of
the Phoenix Suns, McKinney
was cut-daring preseason last
year. He ended up as a
salesman in Chicago for a
printing company which had
season tickets to the Bulls
games.

Murray State attempts to up its win streak to three games. Diederick, averaging 606011 Pante•
game, leads the team in field-goal percentage with 65 percent accuracy.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

Merry/ State
Eight-Gasa• Statistics

Atkinson was a regular at
Two talented candidates for
the defensive unit represent Portage Turner (Wis.) High
Murray Staie's inest recent School, as, a sophomore and
recruits for the 1979 football junior prior to spending two
years at Culver (Id.)
season.
Additions to the Hacers Military Academy. He was
roster for next year now total selected his--stinad's outsix with the signing of Vincent standing defensive lineman at
Tucker, a 6-1, 195-pound Culver and also lettered in
linebacker from Paris High track and crew.
School, and Loid Atkinson III,
Atkinson was an alla 6-3, 210-pound defensive end conference, all-regiop and allfrom Rock Valley Junior state selection at Roek Valley
and led his squad to an 8-1
College in Rockford, Ill.
An all-Central Kentucky record and first place ranking
Conference and Class A All- in Illinois.
Other players signed to
State selection, Tucker was
named his team's outstanding football grant-in-aids include
defensive performer as a Charles Alexander of Trigg
junior and senior. He also/ County; Greg Blernker of
served as vice-president of the Henderson; Rick Posey of
Paris High School senior Russellville and Robert King
of Brownsville (Tenn. I.
class.

ir telephoto
:over handle

!fit
188

Northeast Louisiana coach
Lenny Fant has proclaimed
this season as his last in
coaching. Fant 4_ in his 22nd
season as Indian coach and
owns a 368-256 career Won-lost
record heading into tonight's
game. That mark earns the
No. 11 ranking among active
Division I coaches in winning
percentage.

forwards.
Randall will likely have the
unenviable job of guarding
Natt. -John will probably
start on him," said Greene.
"But we will adjust defenses
accordingly." Randall is
coming off his best performance of the season, a 14per12-rebound
point,
formance against Campbell
College Saturday night.
One reason for the Indians'
slow start could be the loss of
two outstanding defensive
players by graduation. Gone
from last year's 20-7 team are
Carl Kilpatrick, a 6-10 center,
and Jerry Walker,a 6-1 guard.
During Greene"s eight-year

Northeast Louisiana is a
member of the first-year
Trans America Conference.
Other members include
Centenary
kLa.),
Pan
American (Tex.), Houston
Baptist (Tex.), Hardin
Simmons (Tex.), Oklahoma
City, Samford (Ala.) and
Mercer (Ala.).
Though the members won't
play a conference schedule
until the 1980-81 season, six of
the eight schools will play in a
post-season tournament this
year, and all eight will parze.4cilitakeifrititesit/eeweee-:7 Probable starters for the
Racers-tonight include leading
scorer Roy Taylor (16.6) and
David Lowry at guards, Mike
Diederick at center and Keith
Oglesby and John Randall at

'let News Service

ng"

against Arkansas State and 30
against Northwest Louisiana,
games which the Indians won.
•'I don't think there's any
question that he is one of the
top forwards in the country,"
said Greene. "I don't know
how the surgery has affected
him, but he is a super player."
Well then, you'll probably
try to hold the rest of the
Northeast Louisiana team
down and let Natt get his
Overage, right? "I don't
prescribe to that philosophy,"
said Greene. -We'll try to
defense the entire team; we're
not alloting Natt a certain
number of points,"

Eledric
Razor
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No. 1 Layfayette
Has Little Trouble
Classic
in

Graham-Led Terps
Wallop NC State
In other action involving the
nation's ranked teams, No. 13
Marquette defeated Western
Michigan 76-60 and No. 14
Georgetown whipped Fresno
State 49-42 in the opening
round of the Wolf Pack Classic
in Reno, Nevada. NevadaReno won the other Wolf Pack
opener with a 116-84 decision
over Eastern Kentucky.
Odell Ball and Bernard
Toone sparked a second-half
rally that helped Marquette
beat Western .Michigan. Ball
and Toone each scored six
points in a 17-4- stretch in the
first seven minutes of the
second half to put the game
away.
Craig Shelton scored 20
points and Georgetown
shrugged off a freeze by
Fresno State to beat the
Bulldogs. The Hoyas will play
in the Wolf Pack Classic finals
against Nevada-Reno, which
defeated Eastern Kentucky as
Johnny High scored 24 points.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
iltrrue Graham nussed
two shots -- after that he
hardly miss at all.
Maryland's superior
mare than made
fora deer start by scoring a
1-record 44 points that
the Terps upset fourthed North Carolina State
, 04-110 Wednesday night.
c. Graham's fierce determination not only helped
knock out the Terps' strong
Atlantic Coast Conference
colleagues, but helped him
erase the long,standing school
record of 43. points by Al
-Runge in 1960.
Graham scored 14 of his
lamas in the first half, then
:rally came on strong in the
econd with 30. He hit on 18 of
16 shots from the floor, and his
• 145 field goals broke .another
.school record — the 16 by
•Gene Shue in 1953.
Graham had played only 25
minutes when he had acjitunulated 15 field goals and
When Maryland Coach Lefty
Vriesell heard that he was
dose to Shue's record, he sent
him back into the game.

Kevin McHale and James
Jackson came off the bench to
key a second-half surge and
lead Minnesota over South
Florida 69-54; Bernie Mull hit
four clutch free throws in the
final three minutes as
Canisius beat previously
undefeated Pitt 87-83; Penn
blasted Wake Forest 88-66 as
Angelo Reynolds and James
Salters each scored 16 points
and Ricky Reed cashed in
three foul shots in the last
eight seconds to lift Temple
over Manhattan 73-69.
Kenneth Williams' 24 points
and a tough pressing defense
paced Houston over Pan
American 89-79; Larry Belin
scored 19 points and ignited a
secondhalf rally, that carried
New Mexico over CaliforniaDavis; Mike Edwards scored
13 of his 20 points in the second
half to pace the University of
New Orleans over Princeton
53-45 and Larry Spicer's 24
points paced AlabamaBirmingham to a 79-67
decision over Iowa State.

Elsewhere, Delaware
shocked South Carolina 84-72
behind Mark Mancini's 29
points and Virginia Tech
trimmed St. Louis University
90-71 behind Dale Solomon's 18

ponds

Forward David Mail (above) and 23-point scorer Calvin Nan should provide a potent
tonight for Northeast Louisiana as it faces Murray State in a 7:30 game in The Sports Arena. The
Racers will attempt to improve their

2-6 record.

Step Right Up, Folks

OR

List of Possible Giant Coaches A Merry-Go-Round
won't have to move again? Cosell .on Monday nights is
By HAL BOCK .
Well, that may prove difficult, tough, try untangling this
AP Sports Writer
but we'll certainly investigate mess.
Step right up,folks. Don't be
.
shy. There's plenty of room in the possibilities and get back
Mr. Reeves, we were cer, the amusement park. Who'll to you. Mr. Allen, what would tainly pleased to hear of your
you say to....
: be next in the New York
interest, but we are concerned
You've
that?
What's
Giants'funhouse^
that you may have become
al7'411# ac-5frntiled #
"
What's that, Mr. Pater-W—assistants and you were
g
. You're not interestee---Welk ----waiting forente cart? Well:you---checks. That is a frhge
but
a
gogetter,
aresurely
understand
we can certainly
benefit in which our emt that since you're sitting there these are just preliminary ployees do not participate.
S,:in the Nittany Mountains of talks. Don't call us. We'll call. Mr. Fairbanks, we are
you.
Pennsylvania with the No.1
fascinated by your hopMr. Strom, you'd be
*college football team in
scotching demonstration and
America on your hands. Good dynamite on the sidelines at if things ever get boring in
. luck in the Sugar Bowl...and the Meadowlands with your New England . or Colorado or
when you see Mr. Bryant, you fancy vests and rolled-up wherever you happen to be
might tell him to give us a call. programs. Do you think you coaching at the moment,keep
How about you, Mr. Walsh? could design an offense of the
'Can we transfer the franchise '80s for a team still living in
. to northern California so you the '50s? If you think bucking

stpfLut.- soiled—by

-tbe san,hi
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Wednesday
Basketball

I-Sports Upcoming
4

Caileges
EAST
52.
53
P1tt
Camels
FD4.7 OS, Tennessee Tech 61
Princeton 45
7447 MOM
Niagara MK Raise at. 4;
Northeoleit 114.-Dargrnesth $7. (TT
Perin N, Wake Pane 64
Providence N, H. Carolina AirT 63
St nate* N.Y. 01, CCNY 57
Temple 73, Manhattan 69
SWIM
AbAlliMileion 79, lows.St
Mona.116. Ark.-Pine Bluff K
nig* AMOR. Jackson St. 64
s 12, UNC-Charlotte 81
Carolina St. 110
NW lanisinse Ii, Nicho1L4 St 75
Seism N. Chkago 52
Xavier. Le 03, Albany. Ga. /2
MIDWEST
Marquette 76. W ktubigan 60
Minnesota 6$, S Florida $4
Wichita St 118. N Dalrata St 77
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 17, Texas Wesleyan 81
Houston 89, Pan Amencan 79
FAR WM
Denver 711, Regis 62
BYV-Hawaii 73
81.
E. Montana
E Washington 90, St Mary's, Mimi 82
Humboldt N $7. E Oregon 61
New MCKICT/ 86, Cal-Davis 74
Puget Sowid N. Gal-Los Angeles 71
USIU 78
Redlands
Stanford Ity Seton Hall 80
Weber St. N. Seattle 60
arthington 70. Sacramento fit 68
•101. Adams St 63
artwe'k 64, N Y. Tech 57
Well Pack Classic
First Rowed
Georgetown, DC 49, Fresno St."42
o
Nevada-Ren 116. E. Kentucky 84
WeirlibTimes Nada* Oaarir
First Rom/
Delaware 84. South Cardin' 72
Virginia 'Tech 92, St. Louis 71
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Today

Murray State men (24) vs Northeast Louisiana (3-41:

7:30 p.m.,Sports Arena.
vs Ballard Memorial (makeup
Murray High boys
6:30 p.m.
of Dec.9); home; preliminary,junior varsity,
Saturday
Murray State men vs Memphis State; Memphis,Tenn.

mu
=trim

Sunday

p.m., WPSD-TV ( Ch 6);
highlights of Murray State basketball.
Has Greene

Show

—
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The Hitching Post
Gift Shop in Autora, Ky.
Annual Sale

I,
DISCOUNTS
*10% ta 3frifo
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Free Gift Wrapping
two e.a.lba.char.eusamaiorarisittaah.orsawsdaskarghamooehoos.•*um
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Discounts!
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Your DiscQunt
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Puts
Bey,
Mason Co 72 Russell Co 66
Thom Jefferson 64 Waggener 56
Warm, Cast Drava Classic
Warren Central 92 Butler Co 73
Kraterky (lassie
I.ex Lafayette 74 Lebanon Pa 5.1
Bristol Tenn 90 Sheik) Co 71
Neat'Baia Xmas.Tr.
Sewifhasis
North Hardin 94 Pullin Cent 73
Trinity 16 North %Vitt 73
Valley Wilt Trot
First Round
Doss 79 Valley $61
Moore 161 Fairdale 86
,Graget C.I. It Tea_
Pint Mead
Thorn Highlands 112. Boone Co 77
Grant CAM Wilhamstemn X

1* MI PO OM
1,
Creep,
Alisdiliert,
kid
wad
VA

We keep wessup•
ties reeve& kV—
sllittgies, tip
armee' rarer*

pnrscripfisirs

Garb
Warm feat Diigtra Chink
Huller SI Warren Central 52
Afficetea En* Trs
Fklg Roird.
Atherton 51 Iroquois 47
Mow. 511 Nelson Co 63
Eastern Kara Tea
Cennelatilas .
Male 42 ANFent 41
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The,Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money

Try Our Discount Cash Prices
, Uncle Jeff's Di

4 Safe-T Discount
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WEIIU.sun MEDICAID PALIPIPTION

By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE — For topranked Lexington Lafayette,
the event was indeed a classic,
but it- was considerably legs
than that for defending
school
high
Kentucky
basketball champion Shelby
County.
Lafayette, led by guard
Junior Johnson's 22 points,
rolled to a 74-53 win over
Lebanon, Pa., in the second
game of the third annual
Kentucky Classic high school
doubleheader
basketball
Wednesday.
In the first game, Derrick
Hord scored 37 points and
teammates David Brown and
Marc Campbell combined for
40 points to lead Bristol,
Tenn., to a 90-71 win over
Shelby County.
Lafayette, leading 14-6 after
the first quarter, outscored
Lebanon 8-2 in the first 2k2
minutes of the second period
for a 22-8 advantage that was
never challenged thereafter.
Lafayette, 7-0, led 33-17 at
the half and built its margin to
46-21 early in the third period
before subsflooded the floor in
the final period.
Johnson, hitting 11 of AO
shots from the field, scored 14

points in the opening round of
the Roanoke Times &
News Holiday Classic.

Eastern 54 Durrett a
Nee***
MON**
'
Corbin 46 Berea 33
ftedienn Cent 21 JoAnne On IN
bryleal**TN
Sm0111111.-Rum& Ca Iditiams.**,
Replierkw, .
/44recy 12.10Nninale,lad
Southern 1/11* Rosary 34
Thorn Jefferson 11 Wogerner 13

us in mind. We would, that so often seems beyond all
however, prefer if you'd limit help? At least McVay showed
up for work every morning,
yourself to one job at a time.
willing to let the Giants toy
Sherman,
sorry,
Mr.
We're
Mr. Webster and Mr. Arn- with his mind week after
sparger. but you are all miserable week: Will anyone
ineligible. You've all had your else with so much as a semchandes — only one debacle to Nance of football competence
In the wake of another
losing season with fans burning their tickets and enemy
aircraft circling the stadium
carrying signs that spelled out
the discontent of the fans, the
Giants did the expected this
week, resolutely chopping off
the head of Coach John
McVay.
Now they have a real
problem. Where will they find
someone foolish enough to
coaching
accept
the
responsibility for this team

emotional well-being over- tO this bunch? :
Now,let's see. Who would be .
that perfect somebody to
sucCeed McVay as coach of
the team some New Yorkers
now call the Jersey Giants?
Bob Hope is unavailable, but
the new man will need his
sense of humor. Henny
Youngman is unavailable, but
then this team is funny enough
Rodney
him.
without
Dangerfield is unavailable
although he'd certainly fit in.

Sunset Boulevard Music
Diiiieland Center

,
You; 010PIONEER Car
Stvreo Specialists

I

PUMP SHOTGUN
Browning Quality throughout.
High post ventilated rib, bottom ejection and a top tang
safety. 3" Magnum chamber
shoots all loads. Select walnut
stock and forearm

Big Mac's
Christmas
Special
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Seven-foot center Sam
Bowie was the only bright stout
for Lebanon, 7-1, scoring 28
points and collecting 16
rebounds.
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Joining Johnson in double
figures for Lafayette were
guard Dirk Minniefield with 12
and Jeff Stakelin with 10.
Hord, a 6-foot-7 forward,
proved to be the difference in
the first game as Bristol built
its record to 13-2. Shelby
County slipped to 5-2.
Brown added 21 points and
Campbell 19 for Bristol, which
took control of the game in the
second period by outscoring
the Rockets 24-11. The Vikings
outscored Shelby County 21-6
over the last seven minutes of
..the period to take a 44-27
halftime lead.
Hord had eight of his points
that second period
surge.
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BROWNING

of his points in the decisive
first half. Lafayette hit So
percent of its shot in the
opening half while Lebanon
managed only six field goals
in 18 first half shots and
committed 16 turnovers.
Lebanon was guilty of 30
turnovers for the game.
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Casey Jones...Known As 'The Brave Engineer'
telegrapher with the Mobile
Casey Jones was the
and Ohio Railroad in
rounder's name.
Columbus, Kentucky. His
On a heavy big eight- life's goal was to. be an
wheeler'
engineer, and he worked his
of a mighty faille."
substitute
up to
way
Born on March 14, 1804, brakeman and was sent to
Jones grew up in Cayce, Jackson, Tennessee, where he
Kentucky. His nickname met Janie Brady, daughter of
derived from his hometown, his landlord. He and Janie
was given him by his fellow were married, in 1886.
workers to distinguish him
In 1888, he switched over to
from the other Joneses who the Illinois Central Railroad,
worked on the railroad.
and two years later he was
At 15, Jones took a job as a given his own engine. '1,e
flamboyant and distinctive
style of this six-foot four-inch
railroader and his record of
getting his trains through on
Lime made him both popular
and respected. Obsession with
time was the big reason for his
fatal crash. His only other
wreck happened when he
plowed into the back • of
another train; then the
All Types 8 Sizes
casualties w4re a blocked
Put A Bong, Sparkle 8 WIZ2 in your
main line, a demolished
CHRISTMAS 8 NEW YEARS
doghouse and a lawsuit
brought by a minister who lost
his Bible.
Once, as. he was climbing
around the outside of, his
moving engine, oiling it, he
a little girl, frozen by
saw
U
TN
Bridge
Landing
1 V: miles east of Paris
standing on the tracks,
fear,
right
on
stop
1st
79,
S.
watching the train bear down
Open 9a.m. to 9p.m.
on her. Jones quickly got on
cowcatcher of the
the
615-232-6801
Phone
locomotive and swept her to

By Lynn Evans
On April 30, 1900, John
Luther "Casey".J ones died in
the wreck of the Cannonball
Express and took his place in
American folklore along with
such legends as Davy Crockett
and John Bunyan. A crack
railroad engineer, Jones was
memorialized in a song:
"Come, all you rounders,
for I Irani you to hear
the story of a brave
engineer.

LONGVIEW
ONESTOP

I

Steak Sandwich

ttippy Eating

'

Restraining Order
Is Still In Effect

HAMBURGERS
ONION RINGS

Price

AVAPIOVIr'
753-9002
641 North

117''e

"-Itist hi Time for Christmas Giving

and holiday treasure; this
happy season brings. Sincere
thanks to our many friends.
CIAL
OFF!
pf ICC
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JAN TITLES

29

Thursday Only

Ethan Allen
MinerSale!

May your Christmas be

43

freight trains Isere ordered off
the track to give the Cannonball right of way.
licaeyer, one got stuck on (Li!
track with a burst air hose.
When Jones saw the four cars
on the track, he yelled at his
fireman to jump; and he tried
to throw the gears in reverse.
It was too late, even though he
had slowed his locomotive
down to 35 miles an hour. His
quick action saved the lives of
the passengers. The only
fatality was Jones, who was
thrown from the cab, an iron
bolt in his neck.
For many years after
"Casey" Jones's death,
whenever a train passed his
grave in Jackson, Tennessee,
the engineer would salute him
by sounding his whistle.

CATLETTSBURG, Ky. trucks.
The drivers set up picket
(AP) — U.S. DistrictJudge H.
Dec. 8 aran Addington
lines
David Hermansdorfer
dock in Ashland,
loading
on
Wednesday
delayed action
wanted better
they
saying
a request to dismiss a temworking
improved
and
wages
that
order
porary restraining
conditions.
prohibits coal-truck drivers
Addington obtained the
from picketing Addington
restraining order
temporary
Brothers Mining Inc.
prohibiting
later,
days
five
a
in
The drivers contended
any inand
picketing
hearing that the National
coal-hauling
with
terference
had
Board
Labor Relations
at the company.
assumed jurisdiction in the activities
case.
However, attorneys for the.
drivers could not produce'
documents to support the
claim and Hermansdorfer
delayed consideration of the
case until the defense could
file supporting briefs:"
Addington Brothers, which.
is'awned by Ashland Coal Inc.,
contracts with four companies
to haul coal. Those companies,
in turn; lease trucks and the
truck owners Maintain con- _•
racts witfiThe dnvers.
mining
•
61—ttie•
1
Attorney
—
company contend that the
drivers are independent
contractors and are not employed by Addington. The drivers, however, argue
that their earnings are
affected s by
directly
Addington's contract with the
companies that lease the

4.

•

safety in his arms.
After 12 years with the
Illinois Central, he became the
engineer on its fastest
passenger train, the New
Orleans Special, commonly
known as the "Cannonball
Express."
On the night he was killed,
Jones pulled into Memphis
right on time and discove,•ed
that the engineer on the southbound train was sick. He iviis
asked to "double out" on this
train, which was already an
hour and fifteen minutes late.
Determined to bring the train
in on time, Jones traveled in
excess of 100 miles an hour.
All but two minutes of the 75
were made up in 174 miles.
As the train approached
Vaughns, Mississippi, two

Tidwell Paint & floor Covering
753-1360

Ready for
immediate delivery!
You-won't find more comfortable
chairs than these super relaxing
Ethan Allen Restocrat4 recliners.
All easily adjust to three relaxing
positions to suit any need ...
watching tv, reading, snoozing.
Two of them rock as well! Available
in a good-looking array of durable
long-wearing fabrics. Come on over
to our Gallery and try one. You
won't waht to leave without it.

INDIAN PORTRAITS
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
exhibition of American Indian
portraits by George Catlin and
Charles Bird King will be on
view at the National Portrait
Gallery through June 3, 1979.
The exhibit is titled -Black
Hawk and Keokuk: Prairie
Rivals."

A. Ethan Allen Restocrat
Recliner.
Covered in textured nylon

Westvaco at Wickliffe
.I3A.,LLARD -MEMORIAL HIGH'SCHOOL

Reg. $279.50 . ..
Sale $219.50

DEPART-Mari OF MUSIC
CORDIALLY INVITE Yell TO WATCH_
Two completely different Christmas T. V. Specials
Video -•taped entirely in Ballard County, Kentucky.

WPSD
o
fr

,NTI-11ES

-'43Q1Pr-s.
-Christmas in tife Country
1977
9:30 P.M. Thurs., Dec. 21
KET - Channel 21
•

Christmas in the Country
197_8
6:30 P.M., Fr., Dec. 22
WPSD - TV, Channel 6

B.Ethan Alien Restocrat
Rocker Recliner.
Covered in Herculon or vinyl
Wings and arms in dark brown
Old Tavern finish pine.

•

Reg. $339.0.. . Sale $269.50
C.Ethan Allen Restocrat
Rocker Recliner.
Covered in Herculon'. Nutmeg
finish wood trim arms.

Reg. $364.50... Sale $289.50
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Convenient Terms ... Free Delivery
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STORE HOURS:
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9 A.M. til 8 P.M.
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[THAN ALLEN FURNITURE

114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Phortie 442-2769 or 443 6257
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Observations

Christmas Here And There, Then And Now

By Lochie Hart

The lightied Christmas trees
so top of Elizabeth and Hester
halls remind us that Christmas is almost here. Final
preprations are in progress
for that one day which we
observe as Christ's birthday.
It's a time to re-evaluate our
lives and check our aims with
God's plan.
We can get carriest_eway
with the anticipation of this
holy day It is easy to forget
the real meaning of this
special day.
Families and countries have
,individual customs to mark
this day Some have simple
observances while others
make elaborate plans. The
Christmas tree is a symbol of
the day here and in other
countries. Martha Carter and
I visited in the Middle East
one Chrtstmas. We found the
Christmas tree in hotels in
Cairo, Jerusalem, Beirut,
Rome, Nicosia and Athens.
lighted
was
Bethelem
brilliantly on the streets and
atop buildings.
Our family followed simple
observation pattern of this
holy season for two reasons. 1.
- Father and mother believed
it was sinful to put on a show.
They believed the day should
be spent in prayer and thanks
for Christ's coming. 2 - Our
financial budget would not
allow more than a quiet and
meaningful observation.
I remember the Christmas
on the farm near Haskell,
Oklahoma. Uncle John Cole,
Mother's brother, with his
family: his wife, Aunt Cora,
and the children, Vernon,
Tolley, Holland, Herbert,
Rupert. Raymond and Ruth
and Grace, left his home near
Stella and went to the then
ThdiiWa.
TATIRW442-1fr-Persuacied my parents to go, too.
Mother. Father, Harry and I
went from our little house on
the Kane, by wagon, to Uncle
John's to have our first and
only Christmas in Oklahoma.
We children were given our
Christmas treat that day. The'
gifts were apples, oranges,
mixed nuts and stick candy.
The weather was cold and the
wind blew torestricted on the
Oklahoma plains, and we had
to stay inside.
Our entertainment included
an apple pealing contest. We
tried to peal the fruit in one
long unbroken string. The
oranges were skinned so the

Christmas in my schools called and she still waited. dreaded Christmas because
was
fruit would come out whole remember most It
a time of togetherness George was concerned. He
there was so much to do in
was
saucer
and the pealing would make a served on a little
prepration for it. I find myself
and often times a near couldn't stand for his baby to
was
and
plate
each
at
placed
tulip-like appearance. The
Moore
Tom
called
like mother did. I've
He
feeling
Students
would
draw
tragedy.
hurt.
be
design
May'gains& find yowls- IIIMMe bright
skins were placed on the arranged in a pretty
names before school was out. Williams, a teenager near.by, discovered that this special
she
that
explained
Wells
Mrs'.
wkit dicer at this magic time.
mantel and hearth to dry to be
One brought a gift to the and asked him to go across the day is more meaningful just
make
to
press
butter
a
used
Thanks for yosir good swill.
eaten later
student whose name he drew, street to Dale and Stub- seeing the family and friends,
There was lots of laughing them
or he was supposed to. To blefields_and get a gift- and
watching TV and listening to
as the two families sat by the
meet a situation when give it to Mr. Moser. By the sweet music. Those without
when
time
a
was
There
fire. The boys got some'
522 Main
someone failed to bring his time the fruit was given out, tiresome preparation is a
firecrackers and they shot children went from home to gift, I had some wrapped gifts Toni Moore handed Santa the fitting mariner to observethe
753-5642
for
got
one
what
see
home
to
them outside. That was the
in my desk. After the package and told him to call birthday of Christ.
popular
The
Christmas.
doll
Thirigrrn4S-1--gor a-bisque
packages had been given out, I Lochie Fay's name. Mr.
that had open and shut eyes. question was "What did you would say, "There are some Mosser took the package and
Having a card or telephone
get forehristmas?" Our gifts
almost call from a dear one or a visit
I
Well,
"Well,
one
Did
some
left.
packages
said,
we
that
things
The next season found my were usually
fail to have his name called'?" overlooked this package. It is special. During Christmas
family back in Calloway. That. had to have - shoes, stockings,
Almost always there was one has Lochie Fay Hart's name of 1966 we had a call from
of
suit
year our family spent dresses or a new
Mellie and L. J. Hortin. They
who did not get on it."
student
Christinas eve with Aunt clothes. But always there was
had
returned to Murray just to
unnamed
The
anything.
Uncle Virgil candy, fruit and nuts.
,
Mollie and'
There's another Christmas see if things were as they used
came in handily.
packages
Gingles at their home near
special. My daughter was to be when he taught in the
Christmas was all through
Penny. There was a crowd of
my daughter was born on Christmas day. So we college here. They came to our
When
He
with
Father.
year
the
us with the four Proaches and
Sirloin steak, four
about three years old, we have two things to observe house and we'satfor hours
the Gingles children - Burnie, always broughtsome candy or
church December 25. Her Aunt Celia before a log fire and talked
the
annual
attended
golden-fried shrimp
from
return
his
to
upon
us
nuts
Lee, Lowell, Jewel and Nallie.
Christmas tree party. Mr. Roberts shares this date with and talked. The final result of
mates, potato, StockIt was on this occasion that I the store. lean see him now as
the trip to Murray? He retired
Claus a birthday, too.
W.B.
was
Santa
Moser
thru Saturday
Thursday
ade
Toast.
small
paper
a
would
draw
he
heard about Santa Claus. The
from the University of Athens
and distributed the gifts as he
dinner!
or
He
lunch
coat
month,
pocket.
his
this
bag
from
would
we
that
us
told
adults
In our family we used to and began teaching here
called the children's names.
'play like there was a Santa had brought each of us a stick
names for exchanging again. They with nunkberless
her
with
sat
draw
Fay
Lochie
of candy,gum or fruit. He said
Claus, stressing the "play
but when-the circle grew others are observing the
expectantly
gifts,
listening
daddy,
left
over
a
pennies
had
few
he
like." We could not have our
for her name. All gifts had into several homes, the plan season as they choose, in sight
gifts until next morning. when he finished trading and
of the two Christmas trees
been given out and the giving was abandoned.
in
our
up"
them
"took
he
Pallets were placed on the
on Elizabeth and Hester
aglo
little
My
began.
fruit
sacks
of
floor for the children to sleep treat.
Mother used to say she halls.
girl's name had not been
on.
We all got to bed. The lamp
light was blown out. We tried
to sleep but the giggles were
1BIG
05.,A..
We buy direct -We re Diamond Specialists.
sweget pieosing p
heard until some strong adpricing
Catalog
fake
Don't be mislead by
vice was handed down to us ve been trusted for over 60 years!
s
"No sleep -no presents." We
.Greater Selection
under cover, decided to
Why pay $200
pretend we were asleep. And
*Greater Quality
Your Choice
\%2
V)
for diamond ringsriCeS 4r111/
we saw our parents come in
.reater Values
like these? Our low,
and leave packages by our
only
is
price
low
shoes and stockings on the
de me rolessionals Oo!
floor. The smell of oranges
filled the room and crept
under covers to our noses.
the
witnessed
Having
distribution of gifts, we went
to sleep. Our parents never
knew..
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Mg Diamonds
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-7/b&rewiew
all the week following
Christmas day. The crowd
would eat lunch at one home
on one day, then at another
home the next day and so on
until we had made the rounds.
The week rortore Christmas
was • spent in cooking good
things. Mother always boiled a
pork shoulder and made
boiled custard by the jar. It
kept well as did the cakes and
meat on the back porch which
was our refrigerator. It wasn't
Christmas for mother until
she had made cakes - coconut,
chocolate, jam, hickory nut
and dried apple.

OVI 11111101111 NNNNN
IN DIAMONDS
RIO

NOTICE
•
•
• ..

WOW
tIMITOPING SIONIt
DIAMONDS AND 111411:
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To all you great people that own
Farm Fans crop dryers and other
grain handling equipment, purchased from me, I want to say
"blanks" and a Merry Christmas
and prosperous New Year. For all
your future needs I'm still
available at the same number 3452794.
Allis Soy:, wife Dottie and children

I"
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One dinner I remember
especially, It was in the home.
Robert Fach, secretary of of Glyco, Leota an& Otis
health, education and welfare, Wells. The table was set in its
said in 1969 the U.S. planned to company accessories and
ban all but essential use of piled with good things to eat.
DDT during a• two-year But the butter is what I
period.
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UNHEARD OF BARGAINS!
UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!
UNLIMITED SELECTIONS!

Charge Your Purchases - Pay Next Year

• • 90 Days Some •s• Cosh • 6 Months • 12 Momks• Up To 2 YeerS To Pay

OPEN [VERY NIGHT TIL 8:00
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5
WIDOW SAMOS
TM TM SIAM

LanismucTiosi

Open every night and Sunday ofternodns till Christmas
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HURRY! ONLY A FEW DAYS
LEFT! MOST STORES OPEN
CHRISTMAS EVE, 10-6 PM

LAST MINUTE

440,

Mike Harris, a TVA engineer, informs flift Darwin and A.B. Curtis from the U.S.
National Forest Service, on the use and efficiency of the wood burning system being
used to heat and cooVA's new Patrol Headquarters at Golden Pond in Land Between The Lakes (LBL), a 170,000-acre demonstration area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.

SYSTEM SEVEN—BIG SOUND, MINI SIZE
by Realistic®
Reg. Separate
Item. Price

(TVA Photo by Barb Vetch)
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Indian Hijackers Surrender;
Demanding Gandhi's Release
By GENE KRAMER
Associated Press Writer
NEW DELHI,India (AP) —
Two-young men who hijacked
an Indian jetliner and
demanded the• release of
former Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi from jail surrendered
today without harming the 129
other persons aboard. Their
weapons turned out to be a toy
pistol and a red cricket ball
the size of a hand grenade.
Mrs. Gandhi remained in
jail, and other officials of her_
Indira
Congress Party
charged the hijacking was a
plot to discredit the party.
The hijackers were taken to
Lucknow, 260 miles southeast
of New Delhi. Officials said
they would be allowed to hold
a news conference, meeting
one of their demands.
The hijacking Wednesday
was the most unusual.„..ci _

voluntarily to embarrass the
government, and five persons
were reported killed,
Here is how the hijacking
unfolded, according to various
sources:
The Indian Airlines Boeing
737 left Calcutta Wednesday
afternoon for Delhi with three
intertnediate stops. Ten
minutes after takeoff from
Lucknow, the third stop, with
126 passengers and a crew of
six aboard, the aircraft was
seized by two men in their late
20s. They were identified as
D.N. Pandey and B.N. Pandey, but it was not known if
they were related.
D.N. Pandey, with the toy
pistol, and B.N. Pandey, with
the cricket ball he said was a
hand grenade, ordered the
pilot to 'fly to Katmandu,
Nepal, or to Patna, in eastern
India. jajarmad that night

touched off by- a parliamen----either place, they settk
7d -for
tary vote Tuesday that ousted Varanasi, also known as
Mrs. Gandhi from the seat in Benares, the ' sacred Hindu
the lower house she won last city 375 miles southeast of
month and sent her to jail for New Delhi.
the rest of the current session
One passenger escaped
of Parliament,- scheduled to from the rear exit of the plane
.end Friday.
at Varanasi and ran to safety,
More than 18,000 supporters leaving 129 hostages aboard.
of the former prime minister Commandos surrounded the
were reported arrested, many plane and the chief minister of

Uttar Pradesh, R.N. Yadav,
arrived and began negotiating
over the control tower radio.
On the plane the hijackers
handed out leaflets- 'cternanding that "Indira Gandhi, the
beloved leader of the Indian'
masses, be released," and
"all concocted cases" against
her and her son Sanjay be
withdrawn.
In the leaflets the hijackers
identified themselves as
members of the Uttar Pradesh
unit of the Indira Congress
Party and also demanded the
resignation of Prime Minister
Morarji Desai, her successor,
whose motion and majority in
Parliament put her in jail.

MUNCH SHOW
WASHINGTON (AP ) — The
exhibition "Edvard Munch:
.
$pni
-cerpr_--e.--- Mules on .display at
National Gallery of Art
through Feb. 19, 1979.
• The gallery says it is "the
most
comprehensive
exhibition ever held in the
United States of the work of
the Norwegian artist."
The silo% features 245
Paintings, pfints, drawings,
watercolors and woodblocks.
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•!••"""—,

•STA-7 AM/FM Stereo Receiver, • Two Minimus'-7 Two-Way
Speaker Systems in 7'.16"
Only 3/
1
2"Hight 10 Watts per
Cast Aluminum Enclosures
channel, minimum RMS at 8
ohms from 20-20.000 Hz, with •LAB-53 Three-Speed Changer
with Base. Magnetic Cartridge
no more than 0 5% total
and Dust Cover
harmonic distortion

BASE CB GOES MOBILE TOO!
Navaho

TRC-431 by Realistic

SAVE
$50

21 1544

'
, Reg. 1799
If Emerg Ch. 9 is used only once this winter a
Realistic CB. pays for itself! Help's just a call away!
Find out about rdad hazards up ahead Up-front
speaker, AC/ DC cables

•
STEREO PHONO SYSTEM WITH PEDESTAL

WAKE TO AM/FM DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK

Clarinette -12 by Realistic

Chronornatic -209 by Realistic
_

Reg.5995

95

Pedestal holds speakers or doubles as record rack' 2-speed
manual record player
has 45 RPM'adapter.
Speakers sep. to 18'
With dust cover

12-1514

•

Reg.

SAVE

4795

$5

Rise to music or buzzer alarm! Digitron display,•
snooze, fast/slow time set,-½" speaker, slide-rule
chal, earphone jack

SAVE $10

MORE HOLIDAY GIFT BARGAINS UNDER 5100—ONLY AT THE SHAM!
NP"

'MA, I
1-10Al

499

'
Z.:
.

Don we now our gay apparel
To sing this jolly
Christmas carol.••
A holiday brigi
and delightful for you,
• Accompany our 'thanks
. Z-5
and good wishes tool

6 IN-1 TV GAMES

RECORD THE SOUNDS OF-CHRISTMAS!

CASSETTE
RECORDER

Blank Tape by Realistic

CTR-42 by Realistic

TV Scoreboard
by Radio Shack

40-MINUTE 8-TRACK 60- MINUTE CASSETTE
Reg.
Reg.
26
44 602 169
544
9 840 1"

1.CUT20%

1CUT 25%

Reg.39"

80-MINUTE 8-TRACK 90-MINUTE CASSETTE
Reg.
Reg.
164
25'
841
2"
603
44
.a.
44
°'

2
CUT 20%

SAVE

CUT 25%

8-TRACK/AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM

INNS

95

39

488

by Science Fair

4-KEY MEMORY
CALCULATOR

AM BIKE RADIO
. WITH HORN
by 'Archer Road Patrol

Reg.2296
Everything you
need for 75-in -1
rA
ts;
b tR
tseq 9‘114 2

CUT 13%

PATROLMAN7CB-6 MULTI-BAND
AC/DC RADIO
by Realistic

95

69

12 761

Reg.
999s

SAVE $30

40 CB channels, AM,
FM, emerg /weather
service on UHF, VHF
Hi/Lo. Req. 4"C" batts
Motple VHF UHF use to tome localttges
mei be unlawful' OM requi,ea oero,.1
Ask total aul hot ot.es

Etk

istmos

by Radio Shack

Squash, hockey, 2195
practiCe. tennis
A.60-3060
Req belts
Peg 29

EC-243 by Radio Shack

'oars To Pay

V .

SAVE 26% ON VIDEO FUN!,
TV Scoreboard

Built-in auto manual
tape player. 10" tall
speakers sep up to 10'
Compact for dorms

LAB KIT WITH SPACE ACE PROJECTS!.

41NS!
INGS!
IONS!
Thor

rhuts •

SAVE $10

• Req 4 C batts
• 12V DC adapter, 56 95
14-844

RID NOM
NG 04100101101

baits

AC ADAPTER 4" 60-3053

Reg.

12.1402 1995 ,

Only 8x6, 4)(3' :"I AutoLeJel , Auto-Stop 1 20V
AC

TE

•Req 6 'AA

Modulette -8 by Realistic

LINO 511

25%

Pistol, remote con-;.-jrol. Target, practice, hockey,
— squash', skeet, tennis

1O

Reg.
1495
.
"
1
65 6184

SAVE 26%
Error 'memory keys
Easy to read digitron
display With 2 'AA'
batts

Reg.
pi,C9c
'•1 2995
4U
22-.
203

SAVE

10%

30.000 ohms/volt,
27 ranges. 4'/2" meter With leads/ batts.

SAVE 11%.
Fits any handlebar•
Push-button horn '3".
safety reflector Req
2 "C" batts

Wedolt all for you

Come And See Santa December 23
11:00 a.m. to 1100 p.m.
From the Staff Of

SMART SANTAS SHOP THE SHACK e

McDonald's
le I
763-4134$

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

.

MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS

Most Items
also available at
Recite Shock
Dealers
look for this
sign in your
neighborhood

Radio
thaek
!DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

•

vuip

• anIs
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Part Four

A Special Love Story

Mary Is With Child:
Joseph's Love Put To Test
EDITOR'S

Drivers Dodge Each Other As
Power Failure Dims Stop Lights
"Four substations were Kentucky's Albert B. ChanLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
We were able to dler Medical Center, but
affected.
It didn't rival New York's
legendary blackouts, but a isolate that line by doing some power was not lost
placing
and
power
failure
during switching
Lexington's rush hour Wed- .r.ustomers on . other circuits
nesday morning left some and service was restored by 9
motorists without traffic o'clock," be said.
The eastern half of the
signals and several thousand
business district,
downtown
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) --customers
Kentucky Utilities
including KU's offices, was William and Geneva May got
without lights for 37 minutes.
KU spokesman Ed Van without power, but the sub- three times the joy of
:...Book said a crane in a nor- station serving the rest of the Christmas than they expected.
Their three daughters each
thside junk yard was believed downtown area was unafgave birth to baby boys at St.
to have caused the outage by fected, Van Hook said.
Police directed traffic Elizabeth
Hospital
on
touching a major trandowntown, but
drivers Tuesday.'
smission line at8:23 a.m.
Kathy Bandy and Karen
"It affected service to elsewhere in the eastern part
61 the city dodged one another Hibbard gave birth about an
several thousand of our
.
customers, both residential at intersections. No accidents hour apart.
Cheryl McIntosh 441vered
and commercial, and possibly were reported.
some industrial customers,"
A spokesman said lights later in the day. All were
Van Hook said in an interview. flickered at the University of reported doing fine.

In the very dawn of
NOTE — Es en the
come
had
matrimony
the
story
of
human
lave
great
Gospels had its moments of betrayal. At the beginning of
tribulation. Here, based on paradise, it was lost.
is not the history of Adam .
ancient but non-canonical
repeated
in me? For at the
reeon,struction
ac counts. is a
of the greatest and unique very hour of his giving thanks,
trial of NW), and ,Joseph. This the serpent came and found
is the fourth installment of a Eve alone, and deceived her."
His fingers dug in his face.
fi‘e-part Christmas series."A
"So hath it befallen me
Special lane Story." •
also.
Angril he _ lurched to his
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
feet. With a stroke of his arm,
AP Religion Writer
Back from his building he sent a rack of boards -expedition, Joseph bar Jacob smashing against the wall. He !"-entered the house and found strode outside and into the
Mary standing alone before grove. He walked until his
the hearth. Her back was bones ached along with his _
toward him. She did not move. heart, and then returned to
.Quickly he hooked the door confront her.
Now it was night, and a
curtain aside to admit more
lamp flamed on the sideboard.
light.
He started toward her, He called to her, and she
swept with eager devotion. He emerged from an inner
had not seen her for six chamber, looking on him with
swollen, defiant eyes. He drew
months.
She turned about, facing himself up determinedly, and
him. An armload of firewood said:
•'Why hast thou done this?"
she held crashed to the floor at
Her lips parted and her
her feet.
throat muscles moved in little
He stopped.
Beneath the gray cowl, her spasms, but speech eluded
face was pale and drawn, and her. He could see the veins
her eyes burned with anguish. purpling beneath her tran- Her palms spread imploringly slucent skin, and sorrow shook
defenselessly, at her sides. hum
All his senses insisted that
Her body bulged. She was full,
she could not have thine this
meleah, with child!
Breath failed him, and his thing, she who was so prudent
••)untenance sagged- in and full of grace, she who was
tsbelief and dismay. He took schooled in the very Temple
a step or two, and halted itself, yet here she stood, her
again, staring at her in unfaithfulness a taunt to his
face.
shattered incredulity.
"Why...?" He shook his
_. She seemed to shrink from
him, her fingers twisting at head. "Why hast thou, who
the folds of her cloak. She has been so much favored of
lowered her head, and then, God,thus debased thy soul?"
Suddenly, tears burst from
• ,- clenching her lips. . bent and
began rapidly picking up.the her in a flood, and she clasped
grief.
stealth. .. and hast not bowed
to Mary, for her merit and
kindling and stacking it in a her hands to her face, crying
"I am innocent.
they head under the mighty
rectitude had been especially
_out
chr4ly•
. bathbeerc=nder—Sfeict----liecimara-7-----------_7_—_;:.- 1tane-880God- that-thy]
-1Iedis rtith to
covenant to him, and any
Joseph also had been should be blessed."
known
no
man!"
speak. but no words came: A
breach in it was adultery. credited as a temperate and
Joseph stood silently,
He stood there, dumbstruck,
wave of helpless compassion
Mosaic law said, "If a damsel judicious man. Thus the
yielding to the indictment. For
pitying
her,
loving
her,
came over him, an urge to
is
virgin
that
be community was scandalized, to have resisted it would hav.e
take, her in his arms and detesting her, believing her, betrothed. .and another man
and Joseph, along with Mary, subjected Mary to a capital"
doubting
her.
console her. Yet he remained
lie with her... then ye shall was summoned before the offense. He walked out of the
.'Then," he said unsteadily,
rooted, sick at het. shocked
stone them with stones until elders to confess the deed or synagogue, a silent psalm of
''how comes it to pass you are
_ and Confounded.
they die."
fortitude in his soul.
denounce her.
From
Abruptly he turned and with child?"
"For a good man sheweth
witness but
could
not
see
her
false
Yet
he
'Bear
no
A
new
burst
of
tears
conplunged out of the house into
slain.
'speak the truth," the beetle-_, favor, and lendeth ... He shall
his carpentry shed. He flung vulsed her.
He
could
His
head
throbbed.
trowed rabbi demanded. not be afraid of evil tidings:
"As
the
Lord
my
Goctliveth,
himself down on a pile of sackprivately.
Yea,
her
away
put
'Thou has married her by
(Continued On Page 13)
I know not by what means."
cloth.
trial or
could,
without
so
he
.
She,
bent
almost
double,
"Oh Lord, my God," he
clamor. He would deliver her
moaned. -What shall I say covering her face in her arms,
al kinsmen in Judea, away
and
whirling,
rushed
from
the
concerning her?"
from
the prattling tongues of
MOM.
• He wept bitterfy.
He was,a just man,
Nazareth.
For
a
time,
he
stood
there,
. "For I received her a virgin
and had loved her greatly.
out of the Temple of the Lord, abashed, deadened, hearing
He stumbled on in tlarkness,
and have not preserved her her rending sobs from the
oblivious to the limbs that
blackness of the inner
such.,
whipped his face.
chamsber. Then, his shoulders
Rage boiled in him.
.
Oh.. God, the day star is
. -Who bath thus deceived slurimied; he Went out again
fallen
and hope is become
into
the
night.
me?.Who hath committed this
despair. It would not have
An edge of fear formed in
evil in my house? Who bath
been unlawful, even though
him, along with his shame and
defiled her""
unseemly, if he himself had
known her before. Jealousy
consumed Min.,- and her cry
haunted him likesome wraith
of Sheol.
'
"I am innocent... innocent!"
If only, within reason, he
could believe her, or pardon -for a good man is longsuffering, and unafraid of
scorn — but he could not.
Somewhere in the night,
somewher.e.in the gulf past
purpose- or return, he dropped
to his knees, bitter tears
_mingling_ with his supplications,
He could not say how long he
prayed there, and finally he
fell to the ground and slept a
tumid and teeming sleep.
"Joseph, thou son of David,
fear not to take unto thee
Mary thy wife for that which is
conceived in her is of the Holy
Ghost. And she shall bring
forth a son... He shall save his
people from their sins."
He jerked erect, his heart
beating wildly, his eyes
feverish and exultant. It was
true! A mystery unveiled!•ft
was their Maker's doing, and
the Lord of Hosts is his name.
For this cause had the Lord
wrought and kept her. He got
up, his body stiff, his mind
aflame.
-,
He ran, dodging and
leaping, as the sun shot silver
through the trees. He came to
the house and found her
waiting. His .arms went
around her, and with these two
all was well.
But there were suspicion
Rog. $2.33
and glowering looks in
Sava 44'
$1
Home Office
Nazareth. After Mary's state
was known, women pointed
and whispered. Joseph found
Murray Branch
Downtown Branch
himself shunned. Is salutes
La Center Branch
Southside Branch
were ignored.
For, while cohabitation was
•
not illegal for the betrothed, it
Offer Good Thru Month of Dec.
was considered a violation of
Murray ,Ky„ . decorum. The case was
-75X9383
—
ertpecially notorious in regard

Sons Born To
Sisters Same Day

SEE HIM FROM
MOO til 100 P.M.

SAT., DEC. 23rd
FREE GIFTS FOR
THE KIDS!!

We do it all for you

McDONALD'S

•"*Jk.

mcDonaidis
•
107 N. 12th St.
Murray

in heave
ashamed
none cc
peace.
About
decreed
Roman lc
should re
their bill
Joseph
journeye
with hin
was not r
not leas
mockers
"r09101
of love;
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'ACROSS
1 Bald —
6 Cultivato
11 Even
13 Cane
14 Greek le
15 Clothier
• 17 Note of
scale „
18 Sixth Se
Abbr.
• 20 Warms
21 Corded
22 Close
24 Pose
25 Stockinc
26 Halt
28 Cease
30 Labor
32 — to fiv
.;3 Amend
35 Pierce
37 Lugs
38 Sesame
40 Let it st4
42 Brooch
43 Pilot
45 Transgri
46 HtipothE
force
47 Slim
49 Diptithoi
50 Tempori
way
52 Takes o
54 Worn av
55 Pigpens
DOWN
1 Slaves
2 Entertaii
3 Proceed
4 Destiny
5 Greenlai
settlemE
6 Pitches

SPECIAL

Captain D's

"May the holidays brink
joy and happiness to you
and your famil"

*2 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries ,
*creamy cole slaw
*2 Southern-Style
hushpuppies.
*Regular Drink

Dear Sal
I saw y

(Conan

Santa Will Arrive In A Fire Truck!

50c -'5°'

Dear Sar
I saw y
LB second
grove hii
Christmi
and a ba
on tv an
Bikcycle
Yoi
Turner

his heart
the Lo,
establish
afraid."
At the
ceremon,
ancient
Into ti
canopied
bride, we
'There
cleave in
shall be o
At that

Coming to liclionalts

FOR ALL THOSE SPECIAL
PEOPLE ON YOUR LIST.
THEY'RE TERRIFIC GIFTS

follow Lug
Claus at
ritteu b
students
and Call
Reeei).
noting It
Santa sei
for public
Ledger &

LOVE

Santa Claus is

WHILE YOU'RE VISITING
WITH SANTA
HAVE MOM GET PLENTY
OF

PAGE-tiII
EDIT()

THE OFFICERS,DIRECTORS AND EMPLOYEES OF
HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.

only

89

,
41

Captain D's.

46 •

•
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lettersico Santa Claus
EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following letters to Santa
Claus at the North Pole were
written by elementary school
students at schools in Murray
and Calloway County. After
Receiving the letters and
noting the students' request,
Santa sent some of them bacit
for publication in The Murray
Ledger & Times.
Dear Santa,
I saw you in the parade. I'm
in second grade. I live on Leen
grove hiway. I will see you at
Christmas. I want a toy gun
and a baseball hat. I saw you
on tv and I want a ten speed
Bikcycle.
Your friend, Kevin Wade
Turner
Dear Santa Claus,
I saw you in the prade I love

Love Story...

Is
ald's
P.M.
3rd

Continued From Page 12)

you want tar Chrtsmas? My
brother want's a stero. My dad
want's some money
mother want's some new
clothes.

you Santa Claus. Ybu are good
Santa Claus, Wude you bring
me some toy.
Your friend, Lachelle

Reindeers really fly? What do
you want for Christmas?
Love,
Amy Ferguson

Dear Santa,
I would like a bigweel and a
trackter. And plaece bring me
a booldryzer. Krane and a
truck and 1 more thing a bicikl
and a Marry Chrismas. And I
saw you in the prade.
Your friend, Bruce

Dear Santa,
I do not have a.chimney. I
will leave you some hot
choklet. And 1 want a op- Dear Santa,
I am going to get you some
perrayshion game
Love. Mark Watkins cookies. Do your ratndears
realy fly? My number is 7535755. 1 hope you call me?
Wuest
Love,
Jon

SHUN IS BM
A Blessed Spirit touches heaven
and earth recalling a
miraculous story of Love and Birth.
In reverence we pray

Dear Santa,
Pleas bring me a bicycicl
and a racetrack and a wacch
and a nerf football. .1 saw you
on Iv.
Your friend,
Jeff

for your happiness and say thanks
for the gift of your friendship.

Dear Santa,
I do not have a chimney. But'
my front door will be opeq. I
live in Murray, Ky. Rt. 7. My
Arriving right on
phone number is 753-8744.
time with wishes
Have a Merry Chirstmas.
for the merriest
Love, Felisha Lamb

_Christmas ev
his heart-is-fixed, trtisting-in
Bob Billingtuw
Thanks.
Dear
the Lord. His heart is
Santa,
Guy Bilhngton
hive in Murray,Ky. Rt. 4., I
established, he shall not be
Owen Billington
want a puzzle and a recerd
afraid."
Dan Shipley
At the quiet, unpublished player and some recerds. My
Tom Scruggs
ceremony of marriage, the phone number is 753-8658.
ancient words before entry
Love,
into the cliuppah, the
Darla Gremore
canopied, symbolic tent of the
Dear Santa,
bride, were repeated.
I want a record and a
"Therefore shall a man...
cleave unto his wife: and they Snoopy wach. And and a
merry merry chrismas and a
shall be one flesh."
At that moment, it is said, a happy new year and my phone
HPI132
co*e's name is proclaimed nuber is 753-0689.
in heaven. And they were not
Love,
-..- r
TR1PLEHEADER
ashamed nor confounded, and
Aimee Bailey
,
none could remove their
Dear Santa Claus,
peace.
I live ni Murray, Ky. 1612
About that time, it was
decreed by the provincial Magnooll Dr. My phone
Roman legate that all citizens number is 753-5532. I want a
SELF SHARPENING
,
should register at the cities of big Pool table and a boxing
SI'/
BLADES
ROTARY
their birth, to be taxed. since bag and a sorry game.
Joseph was of Bethlehem, he
Love, Yancey Huie
POP-UP TRIMMER
journeyed there, taking Mary
MIST RESERVOIR CAN BE.FILLED
with him, even though this Dear Santa,
FLOATING HEADS FOLLO%
I live in Hazel,Ky. Rt. 2. My
was not required, for he would
DIRECTLY FROM FAUCET
THE CONTOURS OF YOUR FACE
not leave her among the Phone number is 492-8831. You
HI OR LO TEMPERATURE
FOR CLOSENESS. COMFORT
will have to come in the front
mockers of Nazareth.
-.440194...emew.-..SLLIgiikatio:44...c ...meow
N.--- - - _ ------. . 1r4
"TOYMITRYPIFFThe VItitiiPT-tfriltcir Christmas and some house
of love.
shoes and a lot more stuff. Do

Murray Insurance Agency
Bel-Air Shopping Center

RAZOR •/
4g s

you.

/

TOUCH N' CURL
MIST CURLER

"
iiijailUUU
id a al

Ii...

PRESTO

WEE BAKERIE
OVEN .
PRETTY PORTABLE SPACE
'

ER3750-002

OR FRIZZY HAIR
SIMPL1 DRAW THRU 16FLON COATED
PLATES

E NSIt
4.
44111
1W.:
"9..........411
‘
14104:

-..`'414.4910"
-

,

---.
64
."--

RINSES CLEAN

-\-----A

sm

\e\-\

"

j.--

9

FUN •39R1

PRESTO

FRY
BABY

MODEL

TRY SOME
‘3000-CLEAN
FUN! ,

_

__. ,-....

WALL MOUNT

3*

,,, _

PEELING FRUIT
AND VEGETABLES

I

THE
SHOWER
v MASSAGE

.:i;ili,w

TAKE THE
DRUDGERY OUT OF

CAN BE USEANDER RUNNING WATER

13.66

16_99 • e,___,_ai

4

DEEP
FRYER

•

JUST TWO CUPS OF OIL AND
YOU'RE READY TO GO

A SERVING OR TWO,

,,,, 14 99
.
vieti,
IN A JIFFY OR TWO

,-/

DIREC-T TUNE DIAL

G.E.

OPERATES ON
9 VOLT BATTERY

CASSETTE
PLAYER AND
RECORDER

PRICES GOOD
THRU DEC.24

EARPHONE JACK
AND EARPHONE
BLACK
AND SILVER

G.E.

AM MINATURE

RADIO

KODAK

COLORBL1RST
100

PUSH

ALL G.E.
WALKIE TALKIES

25%0FF

OPEN
DEC.
24th
AT 9 AM

BUTTOIll
OPERATION

TWIN PRINTS
GIVES YOU 2
FULL COLOR
BORDERLESS
PRINTS INSTEAD
OF ONE

TWIN PRINTS
NOW YOU CAN SHARE THOSE HOLIDAY PICTURES
WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVES.
IT'S SO EASY AND SO INEXPENSIVE.
REMEMBER 2 PICTURES* LOW PRICES* TWIN PRINTS

CAMERA

Christina, dinner will be served on Christmas Eve. We
will be closed Tenthly and-Montley, to etre empioyees
may spend some rinse with their families.

in

RELAXES TIGHT, KINKY CURLS

19.9_9

' SAVENG OVEN
ALUMINUM PAN INCLUDED

NEW!

HAZEL CAFE

CURL TAMER

DOUBLE BED
SINGLE CONTROL

FOCUSING AID

horn of plenty brings its bounty to your door!

1 1
.., ,

Al
a

ELECTRIC
BLANKET

IMMEDIATE
PRINT EJECTION

warmth and appreciation and hoping the

- - „. .,-

G.E.

P

ViBI

5.44

Remembering friends,old and new,with

i PEELING
1r WAND

4-

481401thosito

MINI' MI millliiiiiin
II
iii
IU
2,
WIT
JUU

G

29.99 .. 8.44 , 15.99

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
7 Possessive
ACROSS
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
pronoun
1 Bald —
8 Army abbr
F E16 D PILL SPA
6 Cultivates
9 Newest
A L. -E E
11 Even
ALOE PAP
10 Godwit
13 Cane
T A R 0N
GE
ARA
14 Greek letter 12 HaStens•
RAEC
13 Decayed
15 Clothiers
STARTLES MEl
16 Deposited
• 17 Note of
TRITESE A
19
Model
"
scale
0
D
A
18 Sixth sense: 21 OPtimistic
'PEG SY
EAR
23 Nooses
Abbr.
25 Clues
T T
20 Warms
LANDS
21 Corded cloth 27 Desert
A D'E
21 Family mem- ANT i211 keE N I A
22 Close
ber: Abbr.
24 Pose
Ton T R U
3i Second of
25 Stockings
BEjER
E_,
iE
SAX E •
two
26 Halt
,
-47 Distress sig39 Castoi's
33 Pillager 28 Cease
nal
mother
34 Mortgage,
30 Labor
41 Lock of hair 48 Decay
32 — to five
e.g. •
51 Preposition
43 Pivot
;3 Amend
36 Chemise
53 3 14159265
35 Pierce
37 Lyric poem 44 Maroons
37 Lugs
38 Sesame
40 Let it stand
42 Brooch
43 Pilot
10
1
45 Transgress .
4
al
ill
46 Htpothetical
force
Ill
all
11
75
IA
73
47 Slim
49 Diphthong
50 Temporary
la
way
52 Takes on
33
34
33
54 Worn away
il
55 Pigpens
fill
ill
DOWN
44
42
I Slaves
45lU
ill Ril
49 II
47
44
2 Entertains
3 Proceed
51
111
4 Destiny
dUlilU
5 Greenland
settlement
6 Pitches

NATURALLY
CURLY OR
WAVY HAIR

sci

G.E.

STRAIGHTENS

--.>-.

NORELCO

753-4751

Mrs. Virgil(Anne Ruth)Harris
Mrs. David(Ann)Thompson
Mrs. A. H.(Melva) Hatcher
Mrs. Wanda Edwards
Ms. Marlene Jones

12 EXP.

•AT _BEGLEY'S
20 EXP.
24 EXP. 36 EXP.

2.99 3.99 4.19 5.99

POLAROID

ONE STEP
CAMERA
‘101ORIZED. FULLY AUTOMATIC
LEAST EXPENSIVE SX*-7b PICTURE

--PAGEIf TfirtatiREA-Y,Ky.,LKDGEK & TEmEs rhurssa
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44.

zazura74;riirvi f If

Deran's
Holiday
Chocolates

p

... so •
1 •• II

Phone 753-6575

"By Bordens"

$279

Brach's
Chocolate Covered
Creme Drops

Assist-Dent

Sea

All
Timex
Watches

$1 29
.
s

20%
Great Christmas Gift Ideas
1 la. Sas

996

kik Yew Choice

OFF
Mfg.Suggested Retail Price

*Knit Hat & Scarf Sets

•Pelens & Boys Coats

*Ladies Dresses 20% off

*Mons Sweaters

*Ladies Sweaters 25% off

*Flannel Shirts

Reg. $15.97

Sale $W

Socks, knit hats, caps,fianderkerchi
efs, ban-

Security

Box

Heat Bulb

Fire resistant lock box
with keys
Beige Color

Coveralls

set
a

Reg.$49.5
U J Reg 1.37 47

close

•

cc

Largest Selection
In The Area

Down Vest
(7)
51995
/

Reg $19.99 Sale

$1757

Decoys
_ Weighted Keel

Buffalo
11 Piece
Combination
Open S. Boxed-End

f

Wrench-Set

•-•
•,

No. 6021
Magnum Pintail

By Sofe-T-Bak

Season s
No. 6024 Magnum Black Duck
Close-Out
LOWEST PRICES

Heaters

$2757 $400

"JELL
TODAY

WI
Reversible
Industrial

BEETLE BAILE

DOGGON

Drill

IT! WHAT
A.STLJPIG
MISTAKE

No C•50 Sale 57
99
1

Buffalo
15 Piece
/
1
2
"

Socket Set

ONDIE
J

G
AN
Lib

Reg $32.87

Sale

Save $12.00

i

Just Received

4000 Watt

3 Stack
220 Volt
Electric

AUNT

$1-447

Beg $66 99

No. 6000
Magnum
Mallard

•

At The Lowest Prices Anywhere

NANCY

FEEL

Cummins

Canadian Goose
No. 5590

;

Sale

Finishing
Sander.

-

Carry Lite

All Hunting Clothes

Wrench Set

Sizes Ats--1'.
Reg $3597
Save gg 50

No Mt

Discount Prices

-= Boxed-End

• •ar.s.,ff,,,o •

Decker

Shop Uncle Jeff's for all your Hunting, Fishing & Athletic Supplies at the Lowest Prices Anywhere

$3695

RAI
HARPER ,Z

No.
7130

199 $1999

Insulated Gloves
Down Mittens

44

$25°°

-

"THE

$19

Burlington's 1 .
100 id :
cent acrilan acry lic For use wherever
maximum visability means maximum
safety Durable water repellent and
oily spot resistant. Quiet, does not
russle. acid mildew and moth
resistant

Ratcheting

Sizes ks"-7 "

PEANUTS

For brooder sheds,
water pipes, etA

Hunters Orange Insulated

Buffalo 5 Piece

SAVE $8.50

Reg.$24.99
Sale

SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT

Chain
Saw

R.$57

Drill

Jig
p Saw
No.75041

W Wen Electric
Model 2 000

10'', double Las Lusted.
great for around
the house
chain saw (Ilea
aLor available

Black &
Decker 3/8"

Black & Decker

More Specials From Uncle Jeff's All New

1495

$3398

danas, mittens, dress gloves, wor
k gloves,
thermal underwear, Nolonsense hos
e, belts,
house shoes & booties.

$1457,

6500 Lb. Capacity
Per Pair
9" Lift

4

Stocking Stuffers
For The Entire Family

250 Watt
110 Volt

BOablio Sandwich
Reg.U2-97

CV,

a

$349

$339

Nome

AS"

Asiostabie tripiebesder, Meek,
streasolied cord oemiel wilt. 34
self-sharpostieg blades, pop-ort
sideburn' sad metestadie hiss-

2 Applicators, 2 Amu shoe pilii, I bream
end 1 block, 2 polishing brollies, 2 Miff*
clefts. A most eppreciated ,at

Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.

Single Sandwich

Norelco
Rotary Razor

Kiwi
Shoe Shine
Compact
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*Ladies & Girls Coats

Frank'N
Burger

$2
98

Sala

*Ladies Gowns & Robes

General Electric

-Old Spice
Gift Set

4 Os tattle

Coleys awl
Seleskis titles
No. $140

$198

I Piece Set
After Sieve,
Coterie,
Stick Deoiloreat
N. 3331

Shl
h°s
iSSe
no
i eeritie
sIpublics
benefited.

Brut 33
Gift Set

7 Gt. Battle

596

Ilia Karate
After Shave
Lotion

Pr

English Walnuts
lLb log
Fancy Mixed Nuts

69'

1 rake B..sok

$1395

Brut 33
Splash-On
Lotion

Brach's Yuletide Mix

$399

97

9488

1 Pawed Mg Soo

By JOJi
Assoetatl
BERKE'
Ten years a
city went
trends by
peacefully

Ultra-mut twads shaves legs
and underarms razor close,
ultra slim design with
stylish inim-traval ease
So WEK-4000

$1688

Brach's
All Filled
Christmas Candy

3 01.Ieer Powder mod 2 Or.
(siege. •'‘'
$470

\SmRoelial
oth &lihm
Say
- Ladies
Electric Razor

11, Chiral
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88

Blue Jeans
Gift Set
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Light VII
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Mirror
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Mirro
Bun
Warmer
& Server
91,4 Diameter
$
6
67
Reg.$9.97

Iti
Fry Pot

Mirro
7 Cup

i'Range
Deep
Perk
Fryer
Orion.
$1847
57
Colors: RM.
Beg. $7.99
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Busing In Berkley:
C

with

By JOHN C. EAGAN
Assaetated Press Writer
BERKELEY, Calif. AP) -Fen years after this university
city went against national
trends by voluntarily. and
peacefully integrating its
public schools by busing,
studies show everyone minorities and whites has
benefited.
The most startling and
unexpected result, according
to educators involved, was
that achievement test scores
climbed for blacks and whites,
although a large academic
gap still'exists. - That's a different picture
than was painted before
Berkeley became the first
American city of over 100,000
population to use busing to
voluntarily end segregation,
when supporters and opponents alike predicted a
leveling - with blacks doing
-better but-whites doing worse.
In fact, it is the blacks who,
while improving, have not
done as well as was hoped.

•••••

OPEN P MIME

Officials Say It's Working
The plan is seen as a success, however. "It's worked
beautifully," said Melanie
Jones, a 17-yearild black
Berkeley High senior who
serves as a non-voting
member of the school board.
l have friends of all races
and I can talk to all kinds of
people," said Miss Jones, a B
student who wants to be a
lawyer and politician. "When
a person is exposed to just one
type of person,they are not too
well equipped when they step
out into the world."
"We are not as integrated as
T would like us to be," said
Torn Parker, who is white and
has been principal of the city's
only high school for five years.
While s9me racial cliques
persist, there is none of the
hostility of the era when the
cofounders of the Black
Panther Party, Bobby Seale
and Huey Newton, were
students th e.
-The o
time I get a call
about the using program is
when a b is late," said Dr.

Laval S. Wilson, superintendent of the 11,000-student
district which operates 20
school's.
"It's completely different
than in communities where
they are still resisting busing
- parading up and down with
signs, rioting about busing,"
added. Wilson, a small, softspoken, black born 40 years
ago in Jackson, Tenn., and
raised in Chicago.
Wilson said he believes
there are two key factors to
Berkeley's success. One is
community _inf.
heavy
volvernent, starting with a *member citizens committee
which decided the details. Tae
other is a "greater tolerence
level" in Berkeley, the home
of the University of California
which gave birth to liberal
movements of the 1960s.
"If the adult population
wants it to work, if the local
governirierirciffiCia-E-Wiirit iTW
work, if the education staff
wants it to work, then you're
going to have a pretty good

e./

YlIranW

o

success story," he said.
"We think that our black
students achieve better than
most black kids in the country,
and our white students
achieve better than most
whites," he said, pointing to
reading tests which show
white and black students have
improved since full integration began in 1968.
For example; the national
norm for fifth-gritaders is fifth
grade and eight months. In
1967 Berkeley's white fifth
graders tested at sixth grade
and nine months,compared to
seventh grade and nine
months this year. Blacks
tested at fourth grade and four
months in 1967, but were at the
level of fifth grade and one
month this year.
For eighth graders, the
national norm is eighth grade
and eight months. Berkeley's
white eighth graders tested at
10th grade Six months in 1970
and 11th grade and six months
this year. Their black
classmates were at the sixtha c9 0 cD°
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Sound the trumpet for a
holiday that's a merry round
of pleasures. We send a full
fiTeattfee-drtirdYit<gtriffiltif
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loyal friends
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Murray Operations
Murray, Ky.

grade, onernonth level in 1970
and seventh grade and six
months this year.
It's I
Wilson feels a key reason for
Fact
the disparity is the makeup of
Free
Gift
the community.
White
Wrapping
families, living mostly in the
Is A Spet. t.Itt, At
hills, have a median income of
Starks lardwars
$25,000. Black families, mostly
mai dr Poplar
from the flatlands, have a
753-'4227
median income of $8,900.
FREE PARKING!
Many white parents have
1
college degrees and provide a
FOR WATKINS Products,
better home
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
Environment for learning, 13th., phone
753-3128.
said Dr. Georgia Williams, a GOD IS LOVE; If you would
black who is director of _like to know anynving about
Bible, call 759-4600. 24
project planning, devel6p- the
hour phone; not a tape. Bible
ment, research and evaluation Facts
for the schools.
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
"Probably ' our • greatest 759-4600.
success story has been the 4
pqsitive interpersonal
relationships between
students," Dr. Williams said.
Rowena Jackson, a white
mother with three children in_ .. Fire ...... C. 153-141
2531621
Police
the schools, agreed. She said
Rescue
her oldest son, a semifinalist
7514952
in the National Merit
Ambelance
753-9331
Hospital
Scholarships, "feels he has
Emergency
753-5131
received a good informal
Humane
education in understanding
Society
1594141
lifestyles ... feeling comComprehensive
fortable with all kinds of
Care
753-6622
people."
Poison Control . . 753-1588
"After the schools were
Senior Citizens . . ,753-0919
integrated, parents...crossed
Needlirie
153.11110
economic and cultural lines to
learn To Read . 753-22U
talk about what would be good
Foster
for all children," said school
Parenting
753-5362
Board president Mary Jane
Airport
489-2111
Johnson, a black. 'there was
Parenis'Anonymous. 759.1792,
an opening of communication
from the hills to the bay And
759-4815 or 753-9261
across the city - people
SOCIAL
worked together to make this
CONCERNS
a success."
Mrs. Johnson said one
COMMITTEE
positive effect was to spread
around the good teachers and
the less competent ones,
THE LEDGER
where before most of the good
& TINES
ones taught at white schools.
Another positive effect was
.preparing children to live in a

I

HARDER AND HARDER"

:0

BUT THE MAN IN THE

said.
"Educationally,
- desegregation did not close
• , the gap academically as
"Significantly as we had hoped
because of miscalculations by
the schools and the community," Mrs. Johnson said.

Telephone Calls

YELLOW SLICKER AND
B16 RUBE3ER BOOTS
NEVER FALTERED '

°ANOTHER CI-IRISTAS EVE
HAO PASSED AND SANTA
AND HIS RAIN GEAR HAD
DONE THEIR

J013! THE END"

It/gunned F•at

'ELL, I
GOT AWAY
WITH THAT

BEETLE BAILEY
DOGGONE
IT/ WHAT
STUPID
MISTAKE!

Can Handle Most

HAMHAI.
HA tiisHA!
HA • At

---THE SCHOOL IS
CLOSE
TODAY
BECAUSE OF A
BROKEN WATER
MAJN

DOCTORS CAN
BURY THEIR
MISTAKES, COOKS
GOTTA EAT
THEIRS

ONDIE
I'VE REALLY GOT TO
HAND IT TO MYSELF

HE PHANTOM,

WHILE OK Plawfati.09175(2144A;
HER UNCLE DAVE IS AT
lt.JTHE PARK...

AND THIS IS
MY FIRST!

HE DE/1101.leHES THE
"JUNGLE CITY."

1V4/

ANL. AND LEARNA
,
ABCVT THE

TCWORRow

_serepor

MBE

Security Problems

-PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddin9s
*Portraits

753-8298
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired. Glass
table tops and shelves
Shower doors and patio
doors. Store frOnt work and
Plexsglass and window glass
replaced. M & G GLASS, 816
Coldwater Rd, 753 0180

WILL DO
WASNING AND
IRONING
763-1311

auction
needs. Call Chester's
Auction Service, 435
4128, Lynn Grove, KY.
We offer more for your
money. Complete hon
dling of merchandise
lots of free advertising,
guaranteed
100"c
collection service.
For

all

your

YOUR NEED 'sour concern,
NEEDLINE.753-6333
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST FIVE keys on short...
chain. Finder call 753 2523.
6. HELP WANTED
ADDRESSERS
WANTED, immediately. Work at home.. no experience necessary.. ,
excellent
pay.
Write
American Service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231.
CHILD CARE needed for 8
month- Ord, 8 to 12 .pm,
Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday. Must .have experi-en-ce.
Call
753-6329
mornings or after 8 pm.
EXPERIENCED CLEAN up
man. Call 759.1791

tfOMMINIIPIT•11.81.1.
SEASONS GREETINGS ana
Thank you for your business
during
past
the
year.
Arrowhead Camper Sales.
HI2hway 80E. 241-8187.
Nay ParadeSeSMe.
tree Skplhowiler Ow SW
Meier IN. 38" wegeseiNe
Budd truck wand. Bpdreelle
bekt Bed with imp $8111
&ever& WWIthem who*
28.8.
1e.
tr..
=
tirebmi.
Bradd
erametreek
bag.. wingiss.

Civil Engineer
Draftsman- Technician
Western
Kentucky
consulting firm has
opening
for
experienced draftsmantechnician for civil structural and land
surveying projects. 2-5
years minimum experience
required.
Submit letter with
resume to: Jean
Fleming, Ted F.
Billington, Consulting
Engineers, P.O. Box
422, Murray,Kentucky
42071.

power seem
omplete.
inie Budd brialiwi
lima, 81 Bliekkelar
trick -MI
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WIGGINS
FURNITURE
Over 20 years in
Calloway County. Be
s,jre
and
check
Wiggins' Furniture for
the best buys in..
•Furniture
•I.ane
Cedar
Chests
.Bedding
•and
Floor
Covering

WIGGINS'
FURNITURF

2/
1
2 miles north of
Murray on 641. Call
753-4566 and ask for
Robert, Nell or Jo or
- bettep-stil
and browse around:
'FREE DELIVERYWE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatiyei. If you had
pictures . made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8298. We copy and restore
old photographs.

FULL TIME ,and part time
help for day shifts and night
shifts. No phone calls please.
Burger Queen, Murray.
HELP WANTED: Waitress,
apply in person, Sykes Cafe,
100 Maple ST.
POSITIONS
OPEN
immediately. Experience
necessary
in
billing,
collections,
account
receivable, filing insurance
forms. Medical terminology
desirable. 759-1550'
PERSON
NEEDED
to
manage front office of
Murray
Muffler
and
Automotive Center, 7th &
Maple St. Public relations,
billing, estimating and light
10. BUS:OPPORTUNITY
•

OWN YOUR OWN
RETAIL APPAREL
SHOP
OFFER THE LATEST IN
JEANS,DENIMS AND SPORTSWEAR. ;14,850.00 INCLUDES BEGINNING INVENTORY,FIXTURES AND
TRAINING. OPEN IN AS
LITTLE AS 2 WEEKS
ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.
(ALSO AVAILABLE INFANTS, CHILDRENS,AND
PRE-TEEN SHOP)''CALL
JOANN, TOLL FREE 1-103874-4780
12. INSURANCE

Swimming
Pools

People who have business
with Social Security can, now
Western Ky. Pools
take care of most everything
.-lay--talephoner Bettye.Weider,Pedestals, Ky.
Social • Security district
manager, in Paducah said
recently.
HAVING A Christmas party
The first week of any month
or family get together? Why
not
call Carter Studio. We
is a bad time to call Social
make
house
calls
Security, unless the caller has
Remember those precious
memories in pictures. Call
very urgent business. That is
today for an appointment.
the weeKSocial Security and 753-8298.
Supplemental Security income checks are delivered..,
FREE
ring that -time iris not
Hearing
Aid
unusual for all lines to be in Service
Center
use. The best time to call is
9 a.m.-12:00 Noon
after mid-month.
Friday, 20th
A person can call Social .
Wallis Drug Store
Security to:
Murray,Ky.
- Apply for Social Security
Beltone of Benton
or SSI benefits.
Benton, Ky. Ph. 527-8463
- Apply for Medicare. '
- Change name or address
of record.
MIRROR SALE. Frame
mirrors, custom cut and
- Report change in marital
installed, any size and shape,
'status.
Plus door mirrors, bevel edge
--Report stop or start of
or plain edge. Also sale on
Merry
items
display
work, 'and other events afChristmas to all! M 8. 0
fecting checks.
Glass, Murray, KY,753 0180
- Report lost or stolen
.check or delayed payment.
AMVETS
- Report lost or missing
POST
No, 45
Social SeCurity .or Medicare
Featuring
card.
•
Gary Rushing
- Get help with Medicare --•
with
.forms.
Feeling
Country
' - Arrange for direct
Band
deposit of checks.
Friday 11.
_ea_
-Get beecos
mingResgru
enterfdist.teas:eim
maetnet.
Saturday Nights
of
Dec. 22 and 23 "
Highway 79 East
- Get help in requeal.o.f„
'review of decision made on
Paris, Tennessee
claim.
Before you tall, be sure to
have all necessary inFree Gift
formation on hand.
from
To get help with any Social
.Wiggins'
Security problem, call the
FURNITURE
nearest Social Security office
The telephone number for the
wow utmi
Paducah office is 443-7506 and
24th
whet, )im purchase any fur
the number for the Mayfield
niture. bedding or floor
trnrr i 'Art11 Lin..
office is 247-8095.
'SQUASHED'
CANTON, Ohio 1AP) -Brothers Hugh and John Ritz
have harvested a squash
weighing an estimated 350
pounds.
It too* four men to load it on
8 truck for the trip from their
East Canton garden to their
home in Canton.

E

2. NOTICE

If You
Need Them:

PEANUTS
° THE RAIN CAME DOWN

2. NOTICE
CITY OF MURRAY landfiii
Will close Friday, December
22 at 11 am and will re open
Tuesday. Discern ber 26 at 9
am.

Who financed'
our new pick-up?

4424741,

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE
2' miles north
afMurry.
753-4566 •

INVITATION
TO BID
Calloway
The
County Board of
requests
-Education
bids, for four I 4
lighting towers.
Bid forms and
specifications may be
obtained
the
at
Calloway
County
Board of Education office building, 2110
College Farm' Road,
Murray,Kentucky.
All bids must be in
the Calloway County
Ward of Education office-on or-before 12:00
Noon, December 29.
1978.
The Board reserves
the right to reject any
and all bids and to
waive
any
irregularities in bidding.

MFA

Insurance:

that
'
s who!
ITN.46...o.no IhmAIJ

04 FA)
46-0(8081N.I

rverwagal
•
alike wok
trued, pedimm.
al yoid Inine .•
ore 111 yes owls
WO
Warow

Reese* Ross
end Dewey Ross
210E Main
Phone 753-0489

I

We eie neer writing insurance
or mobile homes, with 3 different companies ' For best
rates contact Wilson In
swence and Neal fstate 302
N. 12th. 753-3263

14. WANT TO BUY
DOLL clothes and
accessories. Call 753 7531.
WANT TO BUY good used
moble horpes. Call 502 5271362.
'
COBRA 78X CB, 10 channel,
less than 2 months old, antenna goes with it. Also Carol
cassette with carrying case.
753 9685 ask for Brenda

.DARBIE

R. Gary Marquardt
M.D., P.S.C.
Family Practice
Proudly Announces the
Relocation Of His Office To:

Medical'Arts Building
'Suite 206
300 South 8th St.
Murray, Kentucky
-Phone (502)753-0704
Office Hours Mon.-Fri. 8:00 to 5,
Sot. 8:00 to 12

at
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RESUL1S
FOR
11111111.1*s

PUT IT IN THE
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

FOR SALE S piece drum
set, cymbels and extras
included. $250. Seers Ken
more sewing machine, $30_
30 30 model 94 Winchester. 20
gauge shotgun, and gun rack_
Console color t v. and poi'
table black and white, both
- needrepairs. Call 436.51157.
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
/
2, 2, and 3 qt.
Aluminum, 1, 11
covered saucepans. 10 inch
covered skillet, 4' 2 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of
colors Wallin Hardware in
.
Paris, TN.
HELMETS, GLOVES,
--goggles, ierseys.
Christmas lay away now at
Town and Country Yamaha.
753 8078
OFFICE FURNITURE,
drawer steel file cabinet,
steel storage cabinet, 4 shelf,
one wood six drawer told
down typewriter desk, metal
secretary chair with leather
seat, cardax file, take the lot
this week for $175 Call 753
6453.
exCORELLE
SALE
press-ions,stinnerware,- 20 pc
Set, Wild Flower. Meadow,
Indian Summer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice
$39.99. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
REVERE„ ware,
SALE
bottom, save 40
copper
percent on 1, 1, 2, 2, and 3
quart sauce pans. Double
boilers, 1,2 and 2 quart, 41.2
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.

23 EXTERMINATING

Kelley
'
s Termite
& Pest control

'83. REA

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT New 3 bedroom
house in country Deposit
and reference required. Call
435 4428 or 435 4592
ron RENT * room house,
located South on US 41
Deposit required, $100 per
month. 492-8611 days, 753
/703 evenings
TWO BEDROOM house,
basement and carpeted. 641
North Available now. No
pets $175 753 3942.
36. RENT OR-LEASE

ES ATE

•

tb.

46. HOMES FOR SALE
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 24 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings.
Living
room,
bedrooms, and hall are
Kitchen,
carpeted
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen
has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
to sell Call after 5 pm. 489.
2387.
RENTAL PROPERTY
outstanding return on investment, 1
block from
Murray State University.
SOO per month with potential
for $200 addikonal. Price is
530,500 or assVme 81
/
2.
owner moved out of Area.
442-5460.
47. MOTORCYCLES
LAY
AWAY,
Yamaha
motorcycles or go-carts at
Town and Country Yamaha
Call 753-8078
49. USED CARS
1971 BUICK LE SABRE, one
owner, 66,000 miles, $1250.
Call 753 3383 after 4 pm.
1975 CHEVROLET IMPALA
Custom, 2-door hard top,
silver, 45,000 miles, air, AM
stereo tape, tilt steering,
radial tires. $2500. 437 9505.
1968 CHEVROLET FOR
sale. Call 753-1979.
1971 CHEVY 4-door hard top
Impala, power
brakes,
power steering, air, good
condition, 5725. 1973 Chevy
Vega GT, needs motor work.
5300.753-8649

51,1111Y5LES_OltFERRO

49, USED CARS

GROUPS,
1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan FAMILIES,
full
interior. T top, TA 6.6, AM grandkids. Beautiful
FM, $6000. Call 753-1372 ask Color pictures made at your
home or Christmes party.
for Pat, after 5 pm 753-9035.
Studio. 753-8298.
1978 THUNDERBIRD, 10,000 Carter
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
miles, $5900. Call 459.2233
Sears continuous gutters
50. USED TRUCKS
your
per
installed
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford 4- specifications
Call Sears
wheel drive, a speed tran 753-2310 for free estimates.
smission, lock-in and lockAGAINST the
out hubs 489.2203. Call after INSULATEhigh cost of fuel bills! Blown
5 pm.
and foam-ininsulation
attic
FOR SALE or trade 1979 F
urea formalehyde
place
150, 4 wheel drive Ranger. Free
estimates,
no
Air, power steering, power obligation.
Kentucky.
brakes, automatic, 2-tone Tennessee Insulation, Rt./,
paint, tilt, wide tires and Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
wheels. 759-4515.
(502) 435-4527.
FOR SALE: .4-wheel drive INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Jeep
power, Sears, save on these high
pick-up,
automatic and air, almost heating and cooling bills.
new. 436-2427_
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
FOR SALE: 1977 Ford estimates.
Ranger XLT, heavy duty LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
p ck up. 20,000 actual miles.' and gas installation, will do
C 11753-2347.
plumbing, heating and sewer
51. CAMPERS
cleaning. artt753-7203.
ALMOST NEW 28 foot LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
Marauder travel trailer. Air prompt, efficient service,
conditioned and centratheat. rail Frneff,/__Whi_t_e„,7a0605. _
All self contained. Excellent NEED FIREWOOD? Order
condition. TACO° firm. Call
$25-rick. Call
collect, Mayfield, 20424 Or John Boyer at 753-8536.
- PIANO TUNING and repair.
FOR SALE: 30" pick-up Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
truck topper, used 4 months, Music Center, 753-3682 or 753$250 new will take $125. Call 7149 after 6 pm.
436-2448 after 5 pm.
excellent
ROOFING,
52. BOATS IA MOTORS
Call
references.
753-1486
16" 10(XRLIN .35 Evinrude between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
motor. 753-8003.
ask for Shelley.
53: SERVICESOFFERED
FLAT
or
ROOFING,
shingles, water proofing and
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling, mobile homes. 15 years
framing, aluminum siding, experience. Call 435-4173.
SHEET ROCK hanging, free
gutters, and roefing. Call 1estimates. Call 502-527-9637
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work. after 5 pm.
and
TRIMING
Block garages; basements, TREE
driveways, walks, patios, removal. Free estimates.
steps, free estimates. 753Call 436-2294 after 5 pm.
5476.
TRACTOR TRAILER truck
CHIMNEY CLEANING,rain
will haul logs, ties, lumber,
caps installed, minor repair. etc. Call 437-445 after 6 pm.
References furnished. Call WET
BASEMENT? We
the Chimney experts. Magic make wet basements dry,
759Sweeps.
Hat
Chimney
'78 COUGAR XR7
work completely guaran4878.
'-ooka & drives Mood am low
teed.. Call or write Morgan
at
CARPET CLEANING,
Construction Co., Route 2,
ohs, Wad whit ertros,
reasonable rates. Prompt Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
comfort sorrow, at. io
and efficient service. Custom 42001, or call day or night, 1
vierromay. WI ma or tries
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
442 7026.
5.54500.
CARPENTER WORK, small 57. WANTED
or large jobs. Call 437-4560 , MATURE YOUNG lady
and if no answer,437-4670.
desires permanent position
CARPET CLEANING, free in Murray, presently emYour Volume Dealer
satisfied, ployed in Paducah. Neat with
estimates,
753-6273
references. V ibra Vac steam pleasant personality.
Free
scotch Experienced in selling and
or dry cleaning.
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet various office duties, light
1973 CHEVROLET IMPALA, Cleaning 753 5827.
___.typing. Good with public. can
24ag- Laigard
,,.=:U7Rielr'1110011".idteeffEint
ciftioliTY1150'.4
"73
4tAttr_153
--PE NTE R will- de'carpentry Call 753.5696.
-6474 or 759-46011.
or roofing. Free'estimantes. WANTED:GENERAL
1973 DATSUN 1200 Can be Ca11.759-1405 or 437-4351.
housekeeping job. Call 753seen at 1512 Henry St. after 5
EXPERT .PAINT and body 1996.
pm
work, very reasonable rates, WANTEDYOUR
old
1976 EL CAMINO
i.o7)4
- 1 no job too small. Satisfaction diamond jevselry. Highest
Sport, red with black top, grarenteed. Call 753-9181 or trade allowances. Rogers
power steering and brakes, 753-8124.
Jewelers, North side Court
automatic, air conditioner,
Square, Paris, TN.
tilt wheel, cuise control, AM. FENCE SALES at Sears
VHF:
hi lo
FM stereo, 29,000 miles', call now. Call Sears 753.2310 for WANTED,
your scanner with crystals. 18
free estimates for
753-2571.
needs,
available. Call 759-4031.
1972 FORD CUSTOM 500;

114
4
WILSON
6

?I scree of* Mc* form Mom.
MI ma 45 is pare Good
Mrs, stock rimer. Lamed
mar Crocolowl
Awry Comfy, 11
.
mlluose
Cau
Niorroy.
Wayne Wilson 753-50116
teal Heroical 753-0974
Shirley Wiltere 753-31143
Ales McLeod 753•1575
753-3243
1214 Street

0
--- -24. MISCELLANEOUS
overA LITTLE PUDGY
weight downright fat, you
Mini
• Cl
tried
everything'?
You
have
Warehouse
have not tried behavoriai
modification! A new ap
Storage Spre
proach! For Tniormation call
For Rent
759 4534.
•
753-4758
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
FIVE ACRES insiie ci y
guaranteed. 522.88, 36 month
iiita united feature So,..aie
limits. Ideal for commercial
guaranteed, 80 amp. $26.99 FOR RE NT COP:0 Vt
IA
Or apartment project. If you
and 60 month gauranteed. space
court square, on II
have been thinking about a
IF ANYONE CAN CHANGE'
Wallin Hardware, southside of court square.
$34 19
THE
business project and you
Paris, Tn.
SUME
'
R 1NDE X, IT'S GUSSIE
Now occupied by Children's
land, this is ideal. The
need
available
Space
CITY OF MURRAY landfill Corner
cost of this property is less
OVERHOCTZER .11
will ciose,Eriday, December January 1, 1979_ For details,
than some commerical lots.
Overby._
Don
22 at 11 am and will re open contact,
43. REAL ESTATE
Call the NELSON SHROAT
-1 43. REAL ESTATE
Tuesday, December 26 at 9 Murray,753.1292.
CO., REALTORS. 759-1707
am.
37. LIVESTOCK-!!PP.
PA-E.-OWNED
,
A-PPA-LOOBA- -FOR 544*
cadrop Realty
diamonds and miscellaneous mare in_ foal, bred to racking
iewerry. Rogers Jewelry, stallion. Gentle mare mostly-•
In B
North Court Square, 145-10tc, ridden by children. $650.
Since ')5
Paris, TN
15"
excellent
one
Includes
75 3 5646
SALE SKILL ROUTER, '•'2 saddle and one pony saddle
hp. Model 548, $29.99. Wallin with bridge, etc Call 247-2227
Hardware in Paris, TN.
or 753 0224 after 5 pm.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model LARGE ROUND BALES of
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
ADORABLE,
AF538, 1.5 hp, 71,4 inch blade, good hay loaded on your
bath brick located near
DESIGNED
$29.99, model 574, 11.. hp, 71 4 truck. Call 247-2889
WITH
FORDABLE
AND
for
Ideal
area.
downtown
inch blade, $34.99, model 559 31. PETS-SUPPLIES. YOU IN MIND Atoffice
or
professional
AVAILABLE - Imball bearing, 2 hp, 71 4 inch
REGISTERED
Zoned business.
apartments.
tractive
C
A
K
three
mediate occupancy on
blade. $49.99. Wallin Her- Doberman puppy, $150. Ears
show you how your
Let
us
bedroom two bath
dware, Paris, TN.
this energy-efficient,
money can work for you..
already cropped. Call 753home with large living
SEARS MIMEOGRAPH 1380 after 5pm.
LORETTA
JOBS
tri-level
home with
inking,
self
machine,
room-dining
REALTORS,753-1492.
Spaniels.
room
COCKER
FOR SALE: hunk beds
central
gas heat,
manual. Like new. S85. 492. AKC
old,
year
combination, large eat
Blonde female, 1
-fireplace in den/and
with bookcase head- 8611 days, 753-7703 evenings. $35. Black male; 2 years old,
in
kitchen
with
lots
of
&
Auction
Ainley
24. TV-RADIO
attractive corner lot
545. 492-8861.
board. $50. Call 753cabinets, nice den with
Realty Sales
SEARS PORTABLE, 19 inch
location on quiet
5322 after 4:00p.m.
fireplace, and wooden
Cot MOM MOW
color t.v., $95. Color 23 inch
Auctioneer RealtorresidentiarStreet. Lots
RCA console, $125. 23 inct
deck in backyarl. CenAppraiser
Zenith color console, remote
of home for the money.
tral gas he and air of
SUDSBURY
USED CARPET for sale 753
Pb 901479.2986 479-3713
control, S70. 492-8648.
2864
course!
See
South rulton Tenn.
this
listing
Priced in the $50's.
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
PARK
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
today. Priced at only
PHONE KOPPERLTD
person to take up payment on
MAY TAG WASHER & dryer 25 inch color t.v. under
$48,900. Phone KOP-,
.
REALTY,753-1222. We
for sale, 1! 2 years old. Also warrenty.
forClayton's
Dog grooming, located
PERUD
REALTY,
are members of the
Frigidare side by side. 437. merly J & B Music. 753.7575.
753-1222.
in Murray. Call 7594596 or 437.4218.
Multiple Listing Ser27-1008. HOME SALES
Monday through
4140,
vice. '
HOMES.
10'
X50'.
MOBILE
3
Friday, 9 till 5.
two bedroom, all electric,
Used Fornitoro
44. LOTS FOR SALE
$2000. 10' X 55', three
Used Appliances
CHRISTMAS
bedroom, 8 foot extension in
A
WHAT
1 and ',2 ACRES with septic
"I BOYD-MAJORS
Living room, all electric,
present! A lovely home on 2
tank and well, trailer hook
Used TV's
70',
three
THE
12'
X
FOR
2
baths,
$2500
BOARDING
acres. 3 bedrooms,
up. 437 4608.
REAL ESTATE
bedroom, newly remodled, Holidays Reasonable rates lovely kitchen, 2 car garage,
1504 H-E
-IiMITAGE-PC-.-- by
?53-8080
437.
$4500.
supervision,
central
air,
17
outside
gas,
hour
utility,
12
X
24
large
and
205 So. 5th
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
Schnauzer storage. fenced in_lautifittly
9505.
and
Poodle
k i Oven
-- •
--Trttitrooact-iananoonolourcliarol7!-771
-747erVeleetitara,
•-•-•
roe
With The Friendly Touch"
1-7. VACUUM CLEANERS.
trailer,
all.,Murray. Hidden volley more Located on Hwy 99,
BEDROOM
with
wood
family rcem
' near Kirksey. Call today the
ELECTROCUX Sales and electric, furnished, central Kennels. 435-4-481,
burning fireplace, formal
SHROAT
CO.,
NELSON
1Call
Service in Paducah call
-air, under pinned and CANARIES FOR SALE.
dining and . utility room,
REALTORS.759 1707.
HOME FOR ALL _ featuring solid oak floors and
443.6469. In Murray call, Tony storage building. Located at 753-3981.
Trailer DOBERMAN
Montgomery 753-6760 •
Meadows
Fox
wall paper in
staircase,
PUPPIES,
SEASONS
B.V. 3
every room, 2 beat'pumps, 2
FOR SALE Kirby vacuum Courts. CA1.1 247-7386 after 4 sired by one of top 20
bedroom,
built
in
1973
car garage and wood shed.
cleaner, used.'A-1 condition. pm•
Dobermans in the nation,
large kitchen - denLot 155'X250'.. Call for an
Full price $125. Call 354-6521. 24' X 60' GLENBROOK. 2 line bred,8 weeks. 753-5620...a.
...appointment, 753-0110.
w/fireplace, formal
VACUUM
CLEANERS. bedroom with den and large HUNTING DOG puppies.
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
Rebuilt and new. Kirby, cypress sun .porch. 753-0779 Gordon Setters, male and
dining area. Central
with septic system. Water,
Electrolux, Hoover, Com- after 5 prn
female, born October' 25,11
&
air,
2
car
heat
electric and driveway for
pact. Eureka, Rainbow,
MOB.HOME RENTS
black with web feet. Good
Sonya.• 'Filter Queen
We MOBILE HOME for rent. Christmas gift. Cost: share
753-7411'
eAsortie.or _house.. tiger_
garage. Wooded Lot.
- n s
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per pcnVer-b-raves
service all makes of vacuum bill's trailer court, located at the expense. 489-2323.
Panorama
Shore
cleaners. For big discounts Murray Drive Ion Theatre WIRE HAIRED Fox Terrier
- month with $1,000 down. Call air, 51,000 actu I miles. Call
between
to
am
and 1:30 pm,
w/Lakeview. BARGA502-474.2718-.
on these cleaners call entrance See Brandon Dill.
puppy for sale. 753 3981.
759 4908.
Lakewood SeWing, 354-6521
NEAR
IN
PRICED!
ONLY
•KENLAKE
state
TWO BEDRbOM .trailer, 43. REAL ESTATE
SALE: 1972 . green
park,. beautiful wooded FOR
14. SEWING MACHINES
located at Riveria Courts.
$35,900. Boyd Majors
.11" `. Poplar-Seaton
, acreage, 23 acres„ for station wagon, $400. Call 753FOR SALE: Brand new Call 436.2430.
Real Estate, 105 N.
building : or investment. 3666 after 4:30,pm:
sewing machine, 54995. 20 9. HEATING il,CCOLING
Highway 94 frontage. Priced FOR SALE: 1970 Chivrolet
12th.
year warrenty One only
Franklin
. SALE
to sell now. call 753-4501 after Caprice, very good condition,
Call Lakewood Sewing, 354- FOR
*fireplace stove. Call 753-6030
3- pM.
Call 753-8333.
6521.
after 5 pm.
HON
1973
automalx,
USED ZIG ZAG • sewing
$1200 or beSt offer Ca..II--753machine, -in cabinet. Sews S4LE AUTOMATIC WOOD
cabinet;brick
heater
Deluxe
6531 or,759 1155.
4
,
perfect. Full' -c-ash price, lined, cast iron doors annd
5271468 753%5
Call
$39.50.
Lakewood
-1972 8LDSMOBILE. LIKE
CAlte041. Lc744 sebete
with
grates • Cernplete
neW, no rust, clean, loaded._
St:yd. inSi• 341-65211 ":"
Pro.leonlOws.
--blower • 829999. Wall in.
'With extras. 753-120,
with.ThefmndO,jouch- • . - mordwarl iersParis, IN,
FOR SALE. 1950 Red belly 30. IRIS. RENTALS
tractor and equipment. 900d
BOYD-MAJORS REASHOPPING CENTER next
condition. 753-449.
to Murray State University
ES.TATE
L
20. SPORTS EQUIP:
campus has building for rent.
Specialists in Real
Sotrthside (our'Squore
BATAVUS
MOPEDS Equipped with gas heat and
Money, Kentucky
Christmas specials $399.50, air conditioning Call 753-3018
Estate ViReal Estate
$25. free accessories. Murray after 5 pm
'The Gas Savers"
-Do
Auctions.
753-4451
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St
32. APTS. FOR RENT
Where
Business
75V400.
Murray
THREE OR four bedroom,
Business Is Being
apartment. Large size living
Datsun, Inc.
BALDWIN PIANOS and room, kitchen and dining
Done" . . If we ain't
organs, used pianos. Lonardo area, has private bath well
it
find
We'll
got
itPiano Co.. across froth Pest furnished. Located on 1303
Boyd Majors Real
Office, Paris, TN.
Chestnut. 753-8648.
FOR SALE Conn trumpet
Estate -l05 N. 12th.
and case
Excellent con
•
801 11111
dition. Would make nice
South 12th.at Sycamore
Christmas present. Priced
Nice ferrislwil 2 bees=
TELEPHONE 15318,1
low. 753-0806
IT'S A LITTLE BIT Of
forInd
5
Mamma
uper•meort
country...5 acres fenced for
LUDWIG DRUM5-,`4 pike, 3
olsaml hoot". Wm to cambedroom
horses...barn...3
symbols, some cases. Call
Approximately four
pes, for cellos ebb. GM
brick with well equipped
between, 10 am end ,5 pm; ,
7534465 duos or 71441118 afacre's of land and four
kitchen - built in range,
Mike, 474.2320
•
dishand
refrigerator
ter 700
bedroom -house at
TWO' LUDWIG drum set,
a
to
washer...Decorated
great conctitme. Will sell
I.ynn Grove can be
like
to
"I".. When would you
Oeap Perfect for beginners. TWO
BEDROOM
duplex
JOBS
LORETTA
only
it?
see
for
yours
Call 753-7600.
apartment, central hear and
REALTORS,753-1442.
$30,000.00 Well house,
air
Available- January 1.
after
5
pm
Call
753-4640
garage
milk house and
FOR SALE: Used high
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
separate from house.
back piano. Approx.60
FOR R E NJ: 2 bedroom
Large old. trees and
years old, in good conhouse in city limits, deposit
garden spot.
Call
required
and
refrences
dition, needs tuning,
753.9924 after 3- 30 pm. ,/
$150. Call 753-5322 afF IV- ROOM house for rent FINISH THIS 'AND SAVE!
753-0301 753-7531
ter 4:00p.m.
on R
94, 2 miles from Bring your tool box-and your
4
Murray. 753-5793.
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine
trees; Small
but
economical with energy
"
Profeseionar
saving heat
Perfect for
young couple See it today
PSYCHOLOGIST For Murray Mental Health CenCall
753-1492, LORETTA
ter. Masters degree required. Duties will include
JOBS REALTORS

0

6

0

-4

a

CON

CHRIST
many atti
Calloway
through t

Ml

PARKER
FORD

Hodge & Son, tn .

John smith, Realtor
coo

2e.

A.

Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
.0trn'tittsitate, Imitate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
.Free Estimates.
Phone 753-6403 or 753-1791

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.

n.musicAL

604 So. 12th St.

Byl

entre

NORNBIICKLE BARBER SHOP
201 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Closed All Day Wed.

Menday-Fridav 7:30-Nooli,
Pelf/ NAIR on SI.se

Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRIG SHAVE SI 25

For hospital& house calls please call 753-3685 one
day in advance.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up 10 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTADLE BUILDINGS

,e\itAtati
ida

to.$350,000
University
with its hig.
Murray
Constantine
Board of
university g
cost-cutting
rietgotiation
Eletirfc Ssr
The MSU
afternoon si
university 1
summer se
university s
revised thE
pensation
The Reg,
began With
session w.hic
and public.
to media ab(
would begir
regents Mc
having lun
beginning a
radio newsn
up equipmer
the regents
closed sessi
(matters)"
handled in ei
in the Kentt
Curris tol
university is
with Murra
Board and Ls
demand stn.
Under the
with Marra
university
minimum-2(
structure. R

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

delivery of comprehensive mental health services
to children and adults. Services include out-patierit
counseling, emergency service, testing and
evaluations. Send resumes or apply to
Um kook
Center Suparrisor,
Murray-Calloway County Comprokaasiy•
Caro Center
702 Main Street
Murray,-Ky. 42071 EOF../AA
•

Professional co.r.•ices
With Ile rtendl Touch'

HANG

"General"
SECRETARY for Murray tfental Health Center.
Duties will include typing, transcribing dictatiOn,
medical records, and general office duties. Salary
dependent on qualifications Apply to
Dee kook
- Center Seperviier
Murray-Calleway Comity
Comprehensive Care Center
702 Main Street
Murray,KY 42071 EOE/SA
4--

YOUR

anus-mks grocki-

beside
the.
NG
fireplace in this Brand
New 3 bedroom,2 bath
B.V. ranch with living
rm., family rm. Central heat & air - double
garage. IMMEDIATE
See
POSSESSION.
This One Now! Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
12th7-

THE ou'rcomEr- IS
INCOME- Extra nice
duplex apartment just
listed. Each side has 2
bedrooms,
living
room, kitchen and
bath. Modern Kitchens
have all built-in appliances. Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
at.$41,500. phone Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.
If you're
SMART START
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy Of thiS 2
bedroom
cottagei..tocated
downtown
shop.
near,
pind...lots of trees and
Shrubs for private el-fact... es,.vours. .for under
,'
market. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753 1492.

rniin

••‘.
'41-0.-P54

V5P

REUBEN MOODY AUDRA MOODY
B.O. NOOK
Sales Associate Sales Associate- - Sales Associate
Broker

HOMER MILLER
Sales Associate
RUTH ANN OUTLAND
Secretary

BARBARA ERWIN
Sales Associate

WARREN SHROPSHIRE
Sales Associate

t2iityli
t II vet
:•
s3,
rt • •

THROUGH OUR DOORS PASS THE FINEST PEOPLE in the world Our Clients -'Our Friends With appreciation for your confidence
we wish 'you.°
MERRY CHRISTMAS.8 A HAPPY

THE STAFF OF

NEW YEAR

BOYD-MAJOR REAL ESTATE

• EARL'
ter Whe
Gvitani
Civitani
Marion
Murray

